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ABSTRACT
The main problem investigated in this dissertation is as foOows; Given are two
sanples ofdocumerOs eachfrom one o f two (Ssfoint collections o f documents. The question
is haw to t^ta in a set of patterns o f text features that m ake a document in the two sam ples
(and other unclassified documents) to be cktssified correctly in one and only one docum ent
class. A sanq>le o f 2,897 documents from the TIPSTER collection was used to investigate
this probleoL
This problem was divided into the following four subproblems. The first subproblem
consists o f identifying the set keywords to describe the docum ents’ content. Computational
results o f twenty experiments suggested that single-word keywords addressed the main
problem effectively.
The second subproblem requires a methodology to construct classification rules to
infer the class o f unclassified documents. A logical analysis approach called the One Clause
At a Time algorithm (OCAT) is used to address this problem. Its accuracy is compared to
the one o f the Vector Space Model (VSM), a benchmarking methodology in document
classification processes. Under identical experimental conditions, some computational
results suggests that the OCAT algorithm is more accurate than the VSM to solve the main
problem.
The third subproblem consists o f providing a methodology to construct better rules
as more documents become available. This problem has been investigated using the OCAT
algorithm under a guided and a random leaming approach. Computational results on three

XI
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samples o f 510 documents indicate that the guided leaming approach constructs more
accurate rules.
In the fourth subproblem an incremental version o f the OCAT algorithm is required.
The algorithm is needed to speed up the construction o f the classification rules.
Computational results on three samples o f 336 documents each show that: (/) the
classification rules become accurate more rapidly, (ii) the CPU times are substantially
reduced, and (iii) the rules become more complex as more documents were added to the
experiment.
In summary, the results o f this research suggest with high confidence that the
incremental OCAT algorithm can perform better than the VSM and that it can deliver better
and faster results for the classification o f large collections o f documents

XU
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1

INTRODUCTION
The problem investigated in this research dealt with the classification o f text

documents into two disjoint classes. A typical application o f this type o f classification is in
the declassification o f documents in which a decision o f whether or not to declassify a
previously considered secret document is needed Traditional classification methodologies
can address this problem by grouping documents that share similar content However,
because the documents* content cannot be predsefy de&ied, these methodologies may place
a document in more than one dass. For instance, a document titled “Studies in Mathematical
Linguistics” may be placed in the classes: mathematics, linguistics, computer science, and
natural language processing because its content is similar to the content o f these classes. In
contrast, the methodology investigated in this dissertation addressed this problem by
classifying this document in one and only one class.
More precisely, this research investigated the following problem: Given are two
sam ples o f documents each fro m one o f two disjoint classes. Each sam ple is assum ed to
belong to one class. The question is how to construct a set ofp a ttern s o f text features that
w ill make the documents in the samples (and other unclassified documents) to be classified
correctly in one and only one docum ent class.
This problem o f classifying documents into two digoint classes is new. It is new in the
sense that a document must be placed in one and tm ly one class. It is also new because now
a classification decision may be triggered by the presence o f a few or even just one special
word. An example o f this type o f classification was recently raised in [DynMeridian, 1996]
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and [DOE, 1996] who stated that “a document mis-classification may have grave
consequences- such as affecting national security.”
To illustrate the fixais o f this new classification problem, consider the fiiUowing three
sentences

atom ic test to be conducted a t Site X ” “A n atom ic test to be conducted at

1:00 p .m .” and “An atom ic test to be conducted a t Site X a t 1:00 p .m .” which came from
three Iqrpothetical documents, sa f,A ,

and C, respectively. According to the classification

guidelines in [DynMeridian, 1996] and [DOE, 1996], only document C is both specific and
sensitive, and therefore it wiU trigger a classification decision because it includes the place
and time o f the test. Documents A and B will not trigger such a classification because they
are not specific.
It is interesting to notice that the utilization of traditional classification methodologies
for the classification o f the above three documents may be a misleading strategy. This can
be illustrated by considering that these methodologies identify the content o f a document
based on the k^nvords that an expert classifier attaches to each document. For example, the
content of the above three sentences can be described using the keywords “a to m ic” “te st”
and “Site X .” Thus, according to traditional methodologies all three documents will be
grouped together because they share a similar content. However, according to the
classification guidelines mentioned above, documents A and B belong to one group, while
document C must belong to a second and disjoint group despite its content similarity with
the previous two documents.
The methodology developed in this research solved this new classification problem
by using a logical analysis algorithm called the One Clause At a Time (OCAT) algorithm
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3
[Triantqihyllou, 1994] and [Triantaphyllou and Soyster, 1996-1]. This algorithm takes as
input binary valued statements (e.g., documents expressed as binary vectors) from two
digoint classes and constructs a set o f logical rules. Then, it uses these rules to classify new
statements (i.e., documents) into tw o mutually exclusive classes. An appealing feature o f
this methodology, and o f other logical analysis methodologies, is that these rules can be
conveniently expressed as IF-TH EN type o f rules.
The main motivation for using the OCAT algorithm to solve this new classification
problem resided in the representation o f text documents as binary vectors. According to
Salton [1989], the management o f actual text documents can be simplified by expressing
them as surrogates. A surrogate is a list o f keywords that is assigned to a document to
represent its contem. It is constructed on the assumption that the presence or absence o f
some keywords is a sufficient indicator o f a document’s content (see, for example,
[Meadow, 1992] and [Cleveland and Cleveland, 1983]). Thus, under this assumption the
presence (denoted by 1) or absence (denoted by 0) o f keyword 7} in the binary vector D*
may be used to represent the content o f document k. The construction o f two binary
surrogates can be illustrated by considering the following list o f twelve keywords and the
following docum ents A and B (both were extracted from the Prodigy Service System on
03/12/95).
a)

The Kqnvords: '^''astronauts” ^''astronomers," "budget,” "C linton,” "Congress,”
"Cynus Loop,” '^explosion” "H m iston,” "NASA,” "scientist,” "space agency”
"supernova.”
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That is, keywords 7^ = ^astronauts” 7^ = "^astronomers” Tj = "^budget”

= “C linton”

Ti2 = “supernova”
b)

IheJ^Qcumcnts:
D ocum ent A: “WASHINGTON, DC.—NASA is undergoing a complete makeover:

slim m ing down, speeding up and becoming more youthful, the space agency adm inistrator
sa id Friday. D aniel G oldin sa id that N ational Aeronautics a n d Space Adm inistration is
under ordersfrom the Clinton acbnhnstnttion and from C ongress to hold its budget to S13
billion by 2000 and the agency is trim m ing and finding new ways to operate in order to
meet that goal. ‘We are m eeting the mandate to cut our budget ’ G oldin said a t a briefing
fo r reporters. ‘When we com e out o f th is restructuring, the agency w ill be entirely
d ifferen t’.”
D ocum ent B\ “SPACE CENTER, Houston, TX.—Like detectives piecing together
clues to an ancient mystery, astronom ers used E nckavor's ultraviolet telescopes Saturday
to gauge the effects o f a sta r that exploded 20,000 years ago. A stronatits pointed that
shuttle instruments toward a supernova known as the Cygnus Loop so scientists can fig u re
out how shock wavesfrom the long-ago explosion are affecting clouds o f interstellar dust.”
When documents A and B are expressed as binary vectors, then the following two
surrogates are formed; D ocum ent A

= [001110001000] and Document B =

[110001110101], The binary information in the first surrogate indicates that the content o f
docianent A is defined by the presence o f the keywords: 7} = “budget,” Tj = “C linton,” 7}
= “C ongressf and T, = “NASA” and by the absence o f the keywords T„ 7^, T^, Tj, Tg, T,o,
T,„ and 7},. Similarly, the second surrogate indicates that the content o f docum ent B is
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5
defined by the presence o f the keywords: 7^ = “^astronauts” 7^ = ^’’astronom ers” Tg =
’’’C yn u sL o f^” T f= ”^explosian^' Tg = “^Houston” 7^g = ’^scientist” and 7}, = “supem ovtf^
and by the absence o f the keywords 7^, 7^, 7}, and T,.

J F the word “budget” OF die word “Clinton” OR
the word “Congress” OR die word “NASA” occur in die document
THEN the document belongs to class Science.
Figure 1.1. An IF-TH EN rule to verify the origin o f docum ents A and B .
As indicated earlier, the binary representation o f these two documents was the key
concept for selecting the OCAT algorithm to classify documents into tw o digoint classes.
To illustrate this concept, consider that it is given that docum ents A and B belong to classes
Science and P olitics, respectively. In addition, consider that one is interested in deriving a
set o f relationships (or rules) to verify the origin o f each document. Furthermore, suppose
that the OCAT algorithm was used to construct the set o f rules illustrated in Figure 1.1.
When these rules are used to process the surrogates docum ent A = [0011100010 00]
and document B = [\ 10001110101], then the origin o f each document can be found as
follows. Because the surrogate for docum ent A includes only the words Tj = “budget,”
= “Clinton,” Tj = “Congress,” and Tg = “NASA” as indicated in the rule, this document is
assigned to the class Science. On the contrary, document B is assigned to class P olitics
because it does not contain any o f the keywords that form the rule. O f course this rule can
be used to determine the class o f other documents.
In order to measure the effectiveness o f the OCAT algorithm for addressing this type
o f classification problems, its accuracy has been tested with a sample o f almost 3,000
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6
documents that were randomly sdected from four classes o f the TIPSTER collection. (The
TIPSTER collection is a standard data set for ejq)erimentation with information retrieval
systems [Harman, 1995] and [Voorhees, 1998].) Its accuracy was also compared with the
classification performance o f the Vector Space Model (VSM), which is often used as a
benchmarking methodology for the classification o f text documents [Salton, 1989]
It is im portant to mention here that othw methodologies such as the ftizzy set
approach ^S A ), neural networics (NN), and computational semantic analysis (SA) can also
be used to address the new document classification problem. However, the literature
suggested that some promising approaches such as NN and SA are still limited to solve
problems o f small size, due to the time complexity o f their algorithms or because the
resulting sizes o f their outputs are still unacceptable (see, for example, [Chen, 1996] and
[Macleod, 1991]).
The remaining o f this dissertation is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem
investigated in this research is formally presented. In Section 3, some relevant literature on
the classification o f documents is reviewed. In Section 4, the methodology for solving the
new classification problem is described. Section 5 presents a numerical example that
illustrates the utilization o f the OCAT algorithm and the VSM model. In Section 6, some
computational results o f the ftxir subproblems are presented and discussed. In Section 7, the
contributions o f this research are put forward. In Section 8, some suggestions for future
research are described. Finally, this dissertation ends with a summary section.
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PROBLEM DESCRIPnON
In this section, a formal definition o f the main problem investigated in this research

is presented.

2.1

Background
Recently, DynMeridian [1996] and DOE [1996] raised a new classification problem

that states that “a document mis-classification may have grave consequences for national
security.” This problem is new in the sense that a document m ust belong to one and only
one cla ss. It is also new because now a classification decision can be triggered by the
presence o f few or even just one sensitive word that may occur m the text o f the documents.
These are two new requirements that are in contrast with the procedures o f traditional
classification methodologies, in which a classification decision is triggered by comparing the
surrogate o f a document against the surrogates o f other documents.
At this point it should be stated that the U.S. Department o f Energy (DOE) recognizes
more than two classification classes. Such classes include categories such as: “Top Secret”,
“Secret”, etc. However, in this research we considered only two classes. This is without loss
o f generality since any multiple class problem can be easily transferred into a sequence o f
two classes problem.
The importance o f this new classification problem can be illustrated by considering the
possible consequences of a mis-classification o f the following tw o hypothetical documents
titled “ Te^r to be cotuhicted a t Site X on 3/15/98 a t 1:00 p.m .” and

Studies in

M athem atical Linguistics.” According to the guidelines o f the above sources, the misclassification o f the first document may put at risk national security because it provides
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specific information about the test. That is, the sentence provides the place, date, and the
tim e o f the test. In contrast, the mis-classification o f the second document may not have
such grave consequences. Therefore, to comply with the new classification requirements o f
this new problem, a deterministic classification o f a document in one and only one o f two
possible classes was pursued.

2,2

Problem Definitioa
The main problem investigated in this research can be described as follows. Consider

that samples o f documents fi'om two disjoint classes are made available to a computerized
system with the indication o f which class the documents came fi-onL Also, consider that the
remaining documents in the two classes are tanporarüy hidden to the system. Next, suppose
that a hidden document becomes available without the indication o f which class it came
from. Hence, the main problem investigated in this research work is best summarized as
follows:
Given are two sam plesfrom two m utually exclusive collections o f documents. Each
sample is assum ed to belong to one class. The question is how to obtain a set o f patterns
o f textfeatures that make such documents (and other unclassified ones) to be classified in
one and only one docum ent class.
An examination o f this problem showed that actually the foDowing four closely related
problems needed to be addressed.
Problem 1.

This problem answered the question: How can a com puterized system
identify the set o f text descriptors that best reflect the type o f information
contained in each document?
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The expected result o f investigating this problem was to be able to determine the set
of k^rwords that best indexed the documents in the «perim ents.
Problem 2.

This problem answered the question: Haw can a computerized system
construct a set o f class^cation rules fro m sam ples o f documentsfrom two
m utually exclusive classes?

The expected result o f investigating this problem was to be able to provide a system
capable o f constructing a set o f classification rules by using the keywords that were used to
index each document.
At this point, it can be argued that because these rules are constructed using only a
relatively small sample o f documents, it is quite possible that they can make mistakes when
classifying unseen documents. Such mistakes would indicate that the rules do not possess
enough knowledge to classify those documents, and therefore they would indicate that the
rules need to be updated as more documents become available
Thus, at this point the fi^llowing problem needed to be addressed. Suppose that there
is a vast number o f documents to consider next during the initial training phase o f the
computerized system. (In fact, [DynMeridian, 1996] has indicated there may be hundreds
of millions o f such documents in various repositoires.) Also, suppose that the actual class
membership o f each document is unknowiL Therefore, the third problem investigated in this
research was how to decide which document to consider next in the training session. This
is a familiar problem in machine leaming which is usually called the “Guided Leaming”
problem (see, for example, [Valiant, 1984], [Angluin, 1988], [Haussier and Warmuth,
1993], and [HoUand, 1986]).
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One strat^y to answer this question is to random^ select the next document from the
collection oftheiem aining unclassified documents. However, it is believed that if a guided
approach is designed to sdect the next document, then: (0 better classification rules can be
obtained and (if) such rules will be constructed at a much fiister rate than if a random
approach is implemented. Thus, the third problem investigated in this research is best
summarized as follows:
Problem 3.

This problem answered the question: Haw to design a '"guided learning”
approach fo r selecting the next document to cla ssify during the training
session.

The expected result o f studying this third problem was to be able provide a feedback
system to the OCAT algorithm such that its classification accuracy can be improved as more
documents become available.
Problem 4.

This problem answered the question: How to use a n increm ental learning
methodology with the OCAT algorithm in order to improve its efficiency fo r
the construction o f new rules as more exam ples becom e available.

The need for investigating this fourth problem was the large CPU times rendered in
solving Problem 3. Furthermore, the main goal o f investigating this problem was to provide
a methodology to expand (also called repair) only the fiuilty term(s) o f the classification rule
that cause a mis-classification o f a new document.
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LITERATURE REVIEW
This section reviews the relevant literature associated with the four problems stated

in the previous section.

3.1

Problem 1: Selectmom of Text Dcscripton
According to [Cleveland and Cleveland, 1983], th e basic intellectual problem for

constructing an index with a set o f keywords is to accurately represent the content o f a
document with a dozen o r so o f term s.” Meadow [1991] also indicates that “th e words in
such an index must reflect the subjects o f the documents fi'om which th ^r were selected.”
The literature revealed the following four indexing methodologies for computerized
information retrieval systems (manual systems were not reviewed in this dissertation work);
the principle o f least effort, the 'vector space approach, a genetic algorithm approach, and
an all words approach.

3.1.1 The Principle of Least Effort
The Principle o f Least Eflfort (PLE) is a two-step heuristic approach for constructing
an indexing vocabulary with only the m ost meaningful words (or, keywords). It was
introduced by Z ipf [1949] and later enhanced by Luhn [1957-58], The PLE works as
follows. In the first step, it extracts a list o f the words that cooccur in a sample o f
documents. It then divides this list into the following three categories: (i) words cooccurring
infrequently (delimiting a lower cutoff), (//) words cooccurring very frequently (delimiting
an upper cutoff), and (//i) words w ith moderate cooccurring frequencies (o r words inbetween the two cutofk). Zipf [1949] christened the words in the last category as the m ost

11
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meaningful. Luhn [1957 and 1958] implemented a trial-and-error approach to determine the
upper and lower cutoffs.
In the second step, onfy the words with moderate cooccurring frequencies are selected
as the best set o f keywords. According to [Z ipf 1949] these w ords convey the maximum
lexical meaning. Other words such as the com m on words 0.e., those in the upper cutoff and
the rare words (i.e., those in the lower c u to ff are discarded frir further consideration
because their lexical contribution is minimum.

3.1.2 The Vector Space Model
Another method for selecting the best set o f keywords is the Vector Space Model
(VSM ) ([Salton and W ong, 1975] and [Salton, 1989]). In contrast with the underlying
principle o f the PLE, the VSM selects these keywords by minimizing(maximizing) the
following Equation (3.1):
F =

52 5/#fi(£),,Z)p.
I -

I

(3.1)

y • I

The superscript n correqwnds to the number o f words extracted from the documents in the
collection, sim(Pi,Dj) is a measure o f the similarity (to be discussed in Section 3.2.1)
between surrogates D, and Dj. The minimization o f Equation (3.1) is used when the
emphasis is in finding the set o f words that will create clusters o f various documents.
Contrary, when the emphasis is in creating as many clusters as documents, then
maximization is preferred.

3.1.3 A Genetic Algorithm Approach
In a more recent approach, Chen [1996] sdected a set o f k ^w o rd s by using a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) approach. In his experiments with the GANNET (Genetic Algorithms
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Neural Networks) system, he first presented the GA with a set o f thirty-three concept
descriptors or keywords. Then, the GA created several populations o f keywords that were
used to index 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 documents. These documents w ere indexed using one
population of keywords at a time. Finalfy, the GA selected as the close-to-optimal-solution,
the population of k^rwords that minimized an average pairwise similarity (as measured by
the Jaccard CoefiScient in Table 3.1) across all documents in the experiments.

Table 3.1. Measures o f Vector Similarity.
Similarity Measure
sim(X.Ï)

Evaluation for Binary
Term Vectors
IA' n r\

Inner Product (IP)

Dice Coefficient (DC)

Cosine Coefficient (CC)

Evaluation for Weighted
Term Vectors
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Jaccard Coefficient (JC)
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|A| - jl'l - lAfl Y\
r«l

* i,y ^ - i.^ .y ,
»• I

....

IX I = number o f tenns in X
i.l'n y| = number o f terms appearing jointly in A 'and Ï .
This table was taken from [Salton, 1989], Chapter 10.
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3.1.4 An AU Words Approach
la the problem raised by {DynMeridian, 1996] and [DOE, 1996], it was emphasized
that human experts usuaify search fiar at least one occurrence o f sensitive information in the
documents’ text be&re they attempt any classification decisioiL (Sensitive information can
be, for example, either one or more single words, names, numbers, dates, places, phrases,
etc. that describe the specific conditions o f an event.) Both references have also suggested
that classification experts focus their attention on the type o f information words may
convey, rather than on the words’ cooccurring fiequency. These new considerations suggest
that in real classification situations an expert classifier must read at least all the w ords in a
document before he/she attempts a classification decision. These two observations allowed
us to hypothesize that in the worst case scenario, all the words that cooccur in a document
text are needed for indexing purposes. We call this indexing approach, the A ll Words
Approach (AWA), which we discussed in more details in Section 4.1.2.

3.1.5 Summary of Methodologies for Selecting a Set of Keywords
A common characteristic o f the PLE, VSM, and GA indexing methodologies is the
elimination o f some words that cooccur in the text o f a collection o f documents. This
elimination can be attributed either to heuristics or to optimal algorithms for selecting the
best set of indexing terms. However, according to [DynMeridian, 1996] and [DOE, 1996]
the elimination o f these words may not be adequate for addressing the new classification
problem because some o f them may convey sensitive information.
An oversimplified example o f the consequence o f eliminating such words can be
illustrated by considering the word ^A.” According to [Meadow, 1991] and [Fox, 1990],
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the grammatical article

(or a)” is one o f the most frequent words used in English writing.

M oreover, both references also have suggested to discard the word “A ” because its
contribution to the lexical meaning o f a docum ent's content is minimum. However, if it is
assumed that the content under consideration is on nutrition, then the elimination o f the
word “A” may be inadequate because it can be the name o f the vitamin “A .” In this research,
the AWA approach was implemented as the indedng m ethodolo^ in order to reduce the
risk of discarding unnecessary words. This approach is detailed in Section 4.

3.1.6 Indexing of Documents
The goal o f indexing a document is to guide the human efforts during the storing and
retrieving o f collections o f document (see, for example, [Cleveland and Cleveland, 1983]
and [Sahon, 1989]). The index o f a document is constructed by a list o f preselected words
that are believed to represent the document’s content. Usually, such an index is attached to
the document. [Cleveland and Cleveland, 1983] and [Salton, 1989] refer to this list either
as a “surrogate” o r as a “document surrogate.” An example o f a surrogate to index this
dissertation, which contains thousands o f words, can be illustrated with the following five
phrases “D ocum ent C lassification” “Text A n a lysis” “Vector Space M o d el” “N eural
Networks” and “Logical Analysis.” Such an index can also be used to store (retrieve) this
dissertation from some document category.
A surrogate can be further simplified by expressing it in one of two manners. First, it
can be expressed as a binary vector to indicate the presence (denoted by 1) o r absence
(denoted by 0) o f some k^nvords that cooccur in the text o f a document. The vectors for
documents A = [001110001000] and ^ = [110001110101] presented in Section 1 are two
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examples o f this type o f surrogates, whose elements are referred to as the weight o f a
keyword.
In the second manner, a surrogate can be expressed as a weighted vector to indicate
the relative importance o f a keyword T’ (/ = 1 ,2, 3 ,..., t) in document Dj (/ = 1 ,2, 3 ,..., N ).
The value o f this relative importance is a real number in the range [0,1], which is also
referred to as the weight o f a keyword. For practical purposes, the weight o f keyword 7^ in
document D j,

is computed according to the inverted frequencies described in [Salton,

1989], as follows:
w'v = /y ilog{N /AT. ] - 1), for / = 1, 2, 3 ,..., N andy = 1, 2, 3 ,..., /.
W h e r e i s the cooccurring frequency o f keyword 7} in document
documents in the collection,
t

(3.2)

N \s the number o f

is the number o f documents in which keyword 7} occurs, and

is the number o f keywords.
Figure 3.1 shows a popular way to summarize a collection of N surrogates [Salton,
1989]. In what follows, the words surrogate and document will be used interchangeably and

will be denoted as 79*

= 1, 2, 3 ,..., N ). In order to comply with the requirements o f the

T,
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F ig u re 3 .1 . A collection o f N docum ents and their surrogates.
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logical analysis algorithm that was used to solve the new classification problem, all
surrogates in a collection will be expressed as binaiy vectors.

3.2

Problem 2: Classification of Documents
Traditionally, this type o f classification is a process by which sets o f documents

sharing common characteristics are grouped together. The literature revealed manual and
computerized or automatic processes for this type o f classification processes. It also
revealed that manual processes seem to deliver better results when the collection o f
documents is small [Jacobs, 1993]. On the other hand, [DynMeridian, 1996] has
recommended the utilization o f automatic and semiautomatic processes for large collections
o f documents in order to increase the eflSciency o f expert classifiers. The literature revealed
the following four automatic methodologies for addressing the classification problem: fu zzy
set methodologies, sem antic analysis approaches, a rtificia l intelligence cpproaches, and
the vector space m odel. To comply with the literature, the vector space m odel [Salton,
1989] was used in this research as a benchmaridng methodology for these types o f
classification processes.

3.2.1 A Fuzzy Set Approach
This approach is based on the Fuzzy Set Theory (FST) that was introduced by Zadeh
[1965], Zadeh indicated that “the natural language humans use to express their thoughts is
often vaguely o r imprecisely defined.” The phrase “a tcdl individuoT' is an example o f a
concept that is imprecisely defined because depending on the standard used, an individual
can be either tall or short. For instance, if the height 6' 4" is defined as the standard to
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detennine the tallness o f an individual, then all individuals below this height are said to be
short. Otherwise, they are said to be tall
However, under Zadeh’s observations an individual can be assigned a d e ^ e e o f
tallness with respect to a preestablished standard. For example, if this standard is defined
by the set o f heights in the range 5' 6" and 6’ 4", then a S' 9" individual will be 0.91 (S' 9"
6' 4") tall with respect to the upper limit o f tins range. Simflaity, a 6' 3" individual will be
0.98 (6' 3" -Î- 6' 4") talL In the same vein, if the height o f an individual is either 3' 4"or T S",
then he/she is said to be 0.0 tall because his/her height is off the range that defines tallness.
FST has also been extended to applications for storing and retrieving documents to
and fi-om different classes (see, for example, (Kraft et a l., 1994], [Bordogna and Passi,
1995-2], [Lee e t a l., 1992], and jMolinary and Passi, 1996]). For the classification o f
documents (i.e., storing), the FST is usually a two-step approach, as follows. In the first
step, it takes as input a surrogate and determines its membership in the various classes. The
degree o f membership a document has in a class is usually determined by one o f the
following tags: “com pletefy,” “strongly,” “m oderately,” “little ” or “n o th in g (see, for
example, [Molinary and Passi, 1996]). The cosine coefficient (CC) as shown in following
Table 3.1 can be used to determine these degrees o f membership.
Thus, if the TFS determines that a document belongs “com pletely" to a class, its
membership is set to 1. On the contrary, if the document does not belong (i.e., “n o th in g
to a class, its membership is 0. Other membership such as “strongly,” “m oderately” and
“little” indicate a partial membership and its membership value is defined by a real number
between 0 and 1.
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In the second step a document is assigned to a class by comparing its membership
values with a predetermined threshold value (usually called the c^value). To address the
new classification problem, the FST may proceed as follows. A document may be assigned
to the first class % fi>r example, its membership value is lesser than o r equal to the a-value.
Otherwise, the document will be assigned to the second class.
A drawback ofFSTapproadies is that if the c^vahte is decreased, then it is likely that
the document will be placed, say, in the second class. Contrary, if this value is increased,
then the document may still belong in the first class. This situation clearly violates the
deterministic classification condition o f the new problem.

3.2.2 A Semantic Analysis Approach
Another methodology for the classification o f documents into two disjoint classes is
the Semantic Analysis (SA) approach. SA can address the new classification problem by
semantically discovering the underlying content o f a document and then by comparing it to
some pre-established knowledge, which usually is stored infram es. A fi’ame is a cluster o f
facts, objects, and strategies which are used to describe some typical formulation for
reasoning about a given situation [Allen, 1985]. A typical fiame may contain definitions o f
the words to be used, the structure o f the sentences to be analyzed, and some world
knowledge. SA approaches discover the content o f a document by extracting the sem antic
meaning o f sets o f non-blank characters fi’om its text (see, for example, [Rau and Jacobs,
1991], [Jacobs, 1991], [Pesole et al., 1994], [Croft, 1993], and [Korfhage and Olsen,
1994]).
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According to Kim and Moldovan [1995], Korfhage and Olsen [1994], and Rau and
Jacobs [1991], the chief limitation o f SA approaches for the classification o f documents is
the extremdy large number o f fram es that are needed in order to determine the content o f
each document Moreover, the above two sources have also indicated that (0 SA can only
be used for specific and narrow domains and (I'O field experts reckon this methodology as
unpractical, very costty, and prone to errors (see, for example, [Kim and Moldovan, 1995])
because fi’ames are man-made and their construction and maintenance can become an
engineering bottleneck.

3.2.3 A Neural Networks Approach
A promising approach to solve the classification o f documents problem is the
utilization o f Neural Networks (NN) [Chen, 1996]. NNs are sets o f computational
procedures inspired by the neurobiological systems fixind in the brain o f various animals (see
for example, [Jain et a l., 1994], [McCulloch and Pitts, 1943], [Aoe, 1990], and [Haykin,
1994]). According to [Rumelhart et a l., 1994], “the strategy with NNs is to secure some
mathematical models o f brain-like systems to study and understand how various problems
can be solved using such models.”
The main problem with an NN approach is how to train the network, so that it can
perform efficiently a specific task (e.g., document classification) [Rumelhart et a l., 1994]
and [Jain et al., 1996]. This training is acquired by determining the numerical values o f the
weights o f the connections between neurons and the numerical values o f the thresholds o f
each neuron. These values are detennined by repeatedly presenting the NN with sets o f pre
classified examples (Le., surrogates in this study) o f the task to be learned, and by adjusting
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the weights and threshold values until the network perform s the specific task accurately.
Some applications that illustrate the utilization o f N N for the classification o f text
documents o f small collections can be found in Chen [1996], Chen et al. [1994], and
Macleod [1991].
Although the literature indicated that NNs may b e promising methodologies for
addressing the new classification problem, Schokes [1993% has suggested that they are still
in an experimentation phase mainly because “the resulting NN s are of an unacceptable size.”
Moreover, researches in fidds different fi-om text classification have indicated that defining
the weights in an NN could be easily understood by the person designing the netw ork but
not for the application’s fidd expert who is often the end user. The literature also suggested
that experts (such as medical doctors) sometimes may feel uncomfortable in accepting the
recommendations made by a NN due to the lack o f justification capabilities.

3.2.4 A Logical Analysis Approach
Another promising method to solve the new classification problem is the One Clause
At Time(OCAT) algorithm [Triantaphyllou e ra /., 1994] and [Triantaphyllou, 1994]. The
OCAT algorithm (Figure 3.2) is a logical analysis approach fo r the classification o f examples
into two disjoint classes. This algorithm takes as input a sample o f training examples fi-om
two digoint classes and constructs a set of logical rules th a t can be used to verify the class
o f the training examples (binary surrogates in our case) and to infer the class o f other unseen
examples. Also, it can express these rules in the form o f a Boolean function either in CNF
(Conjunctive Normal Form) or in DNF (Disjunctive Normal Form) form.
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The OCAT algorithm is greedy in nature. It is greedy in the sense that in the first
iteration, it forms a clause that for the CNF case accepts all the examples in one o f the
classes (often referred to as Æ ) and rqects as many examples as possible in the other class
(often referred to as £ ). Similarly, in the second iteration it forms another clause that
accepts again all the examples in

and rejects as many examples, that were not rejected

by the previous clause(s), in £ as possible. The algorithm repeats this process until the
generated sequence o f clauses reject all the examples in E .
The core o f this algorithm is Step 2 in Figure 3.2. In [Triantaphyllou, 1994] and
[Triantaphyllou and Soyster, 1996a and 1996b] a branch-and-bound (B&B) approach to
solve the task in Step 2 was implemented. The goal o f this B&B strategy was to construct
a set o f clauses o f minimal or close to minimal size. This B&B approach has been used for
solving small problems mainly because o f the very long CPU times it takes to find the
optimal set o f clauses for larger problems.

Input:
Output:

Step 1'.
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:

Two mutually exclusive sets o f examples (denoted as E and E ).
A Boolean function in CNF (or DNF) form given as C.

begin
i = 0 ,C = <a\
do while (£ #o)
/* f indicates the Ah iteration */ ^
find a clause c, which accepts all members of E while it
rejects as many members o f E as possible;
let E (c j be the set of the members o f E vdiich are rejected by c,;
let C - C u c,;
le t£ - E ~E (cj;
repeat;
end;

Figure 3.2. The One Clause at a Time (OCAT) algorithm for the CNF case.
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Recently, [Deshpande and Triantaphyllou, 1998] implemented a heuristic approach
o f polynomial time for Step 2. This heuristic allows for the solution o f larger classification
problems and delivers a set o f clauses o f small size (as opposed to the minimal o r near
minimal size that can be ddivered by the B&B) This heuristic is illustrated in the following
Figure 3.3.

A common feature o f the above two algtxithms is that tbqr produce only one Boolean
function. As indicated in the above references, such a function can only accept o r reject an

Input;
Output:

Step I :

Step 2
Step 3
Step 4
Step 5:
Step 6.
Step 7:

E and E .
A Boolean function either m the CNF or DNF form.

9 = 1;
do while (£ #o)
Let £ be the original set of positive examples;
A, = e;
\inftiali2 ing a clauseX
do while {E * <o)
Calculate the PO ^aj) / NEGiOj) ratio for all atoms Qj E a (where Oj is either Aj
or À,). If NEGiOj) = 0 set this value to POSQjj) x 1000 (a h i^ value). Also, if
POSiOj) = 0 andNEGiOj) = 0 set the value to -1;
Choose die Oj accordmg to ma^POSiaJ) / NEG(aJ)]. Brake ties arbitrarily;
Let A, - A , u ay.
Let E (üj) be die set of members o f E which are accepted when Oj is included
in the current clause Ky,
LetE^
-E *(a,);
repeat;
Let E (A,) be the set o f members o f E i ^ c h are rejected by Ky
L etE ' - E ' - E ' (A,);
9 - 9 + 1;

repeat;

Figure 3.3. The heuristic combined with the OCAT approach [Deshpande and
Triantaphyllou, 1998].
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example. However, because such a function is usually constructed from a relativdy small
collection o f examples, it is possible that it can make an error by rqecting a true positive
example or by accqiting a true negative example. This may be a disadvantageous situation
for these tw o algorithms because they cannot detect such errors.
On the other hand, the methodology implemented in this research is a novel approach
that combines the decision o f two complementary rules to infer and to validate the class o f
new examples. The underlying assumption o f this novel approach can be understood more
easily by considering the implementation o f the OCAT algorithm on the data in Figures 3.4
and 3.5.
From the eramples in Figure 3.4 it can be observed that if OCAT is implemented on
these two sets, then it will create a Boolean function (either in the CNF or DNF form) that
evaluates to true for each o f the positive examples and to tidse for each o f the negative
examples. We call this Boolean function the positive rule because it only accepts positive
examples and rejects the negative ones.
The Figure 3.5 shows again the previous ten examples, but this time the data in the
two sets have been interchanged. That is, now the new class E

consists o f the former

1010
0001

0100
1100
0011
1001

1111
E -

=

0000
1000
1110

F igure 3.4. A set o f four positive examples and a set o f six negative examples.
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nfigaùYS examples îi*ile the new dassÆf consists ofthe fimner positive examples. W ith this
new setting o f examples, it can be easily seen that this tim e the OCAT algorithm will
construct a Boolean function that evaluates to true for all former negative examples and
evaluates to false for all former positive examples. We call this Boolean function the
negative rules because this time it accepts the form er negative examples, while it rejects all
the former positive examples.
The advantage o f using two rules to classify an example can be illustrated as follows.
Because a Boolean function can only accept or reject an example, it is expected that if the
positive rules accept(reject) the example, then the n ^ative rules will rqect(accept) it. These

1010
0100

0001

1100

1111
E*=

0000
1000

£ -

=

0011
1001

1110

Figure 3.5. A set o f six positive examples and a set o f four negative examples.
observations follow from the setting o f the examples in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.
However, because both rules are constructed using a limited number o f training
examples, it may be possible that both rules will simultaneously accept o r rq e c t an unseen
example. This would be an erroneous result that contradicts the expectations o f both rules
as they were described above. More importantly, such an erroneous result indicates that
only one o f the rules does not possess enough knowledge to classify the unseen example.
We called this an “Undedded” situation and we used it to detect when the tw o rules could
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not classify correctly an unseen example. In this research, we turned an 'U ndecided" result
into an advantageous situation that was used to guide (i.e., reconstruct) the learning o f the
rule that triggered the unexpected decision.

3.2.5 A Vector Space Model Approach
The Vector Space Model (VSM) is a traditional methodology for the classification o f
text documents [Salton and Wong, 1975] and [Salton, 1989]. The VSM model works as
follows. First, it takes as input a sample o f surrogates to construct clusters o f documents
that share a similar content. Then, it uses the information in each cluster to classify new
documents. Figure 3.6 illustrates the typical three steps o f the VSM model.

Input;
Output:

A sample o f document surrogates
Clusters o f documents and clusters’ centroids

Step 1: Compute a pairwise similarity coefficient among all surrogates in the sanq)le;
Step 2: Cluster documents that share similar context (i.e. similar coefficiaA);
Step 3: Compute centroids o f clusters;

Figure 3.6. The V ector Space Model (VSM ) algorithm.

To address Step I Salton [1989] indicates that a suitable measure fo r pairwise
comparing any two surrogates is the Cosine Coefficient (CC). (The CC and other similarity
measures are listed in Table 3.1.) This coefficient measures the geometric angle between
two surrogates in a Cartesian plane. Salton also indicates that t h e magnitude o f this angle
can be used to measure the sim ilarity between any two documents." He also suggests that
the smaller this angle is, the more similar the tw o documents are.
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In Step 2y the VSM clusters together documents that share a similar content.
According to Sahon [1989], any clustering technique can be used to group documents with
alike surrogates. A collection o f clustering techniques for this purpose is given in
[Anderberg, 1973], [Van Rijsbergen, 1979], [Aldenderfer, 1984], and [Spath, 1985]. It is
important to mention here that under any o f these techniques the number o f generated
classes is always a function o f some predefined parameters. This is a contrasting situation
with the requirements o f the new classification problem in which the number o f classes is
given. For instance, in this research the number o f classes were two. When the number o f
classes is give, the VSM is said to perform a pseudo-classification.
To address Step 3 [Salton, 1989], [Salton and Wong, 1975], and [Van Rijsbergen,
1979] suggest the computation o f a class centroid to be done as follows. Let

(j = 1, 2,

3 ,..., t) be the yth element o f the centroid for class C- which contains q documents. Then,
can be computed as follows:
y fo r J = I, 2, 3, .... t.

(3.3)

f■I

That is, the centroid o f class

is also a surrogate defined on t keywords.

Finally, the VSM classifies an unseen document by comparing its surrogate against
the centroids that were created in Step 3. The CC coefficient can also be used to measure
the similarity between a new document and the centroids. Hence, a document will be placed
in the class for which the CC index is maximum. If two surrogates are identical, then the
angle between them is 0°, and therefore the cosine index is maximum.
The data in Figures 3.4 and 3.5 also show two typical inputs to the VSM model. It
can be observed that if the VSM is implemented on these data, then one pair o f centroids
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will be created for the data in Hgure 3.4 and one pair for the data in Figure 3.5. The
constniction ofthese two pairs o f centroids corresponds to the construction o f the positive
and negative rules described in Section 3.2.4 for the OCAT algorithm. Moreover, to match
the name o f the rules, the two centroids for the data in Figure 3.4 were called the positive
centroids while the centroids for the data in Figure 3.5 were called the negative centroids.
A s with the OCAT algorithm, these two pairs o f centroids can also be used to
improve the classification accuracy o f the VSM as new examples become available. This can
be done as follows. Rrst, it is expected that i f the positive centroids classify a new document
as positive(negative), then the negative centroids will classify it as negative(positive).
However, it can also be possible that the two pairs o f centroids will erroneously classify the
same example as either positive or as negative. As indicated in the previous section, this is
an “Undecided” situation that indicates that at least one o f the centroids does not possess
enough knowledge to classify new documents. More importantly, this situation suggests that
either the positive or the negative centroids must be updated in order to improve the
accuracy o f the VSM algorithm.

3.2.6 Summary of Ciassifkaticn Methodologies
The literature suggested that the main disadvantage o f FST approaches is that th ^
may not comply with the deterministic requirements o f the new classification problem stated
in [DynMeridian, 1996] and [DOE, 1996]. The literature also indicated that although SA
approaches may be used to solve the new classification problem, their use is still limited to
only small problems mainly because their construction and maintenance are always
expensive and highly prone to errors. The literature further suggested that although NNs are
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promising approaches to address the new classification problem, their resulting size may be
still unacceptable fo r real text classification problems.
On the other hand, the OCAT algorithm appeared to be the best methodology for
addressing the new problem because it can deliver a deterministic classification at
reasonable CPU times. But most importantly, this algorithm was selected to address the
classification o f tex t docummts into tw o di^oint classes because it has been used
successfully in other research areas such as cancer detection (see, for example,
[Kovalerchuk et a /., 1997]), in which a wrong decision can also have severe consequences.
Finally, the VSM was selected to benchmark the classification performance o f the OCAT
algorithm. It is important to mention here that this is the first time that positive and negative
rules and positive and negative centroids are implemented and studied on the OCAT and
VSM algorithms, respectively
3.3

Problem 3: T he Guided L earning A pproach
The central idea o f the Guided Learning Approach (GLA) can be illustrated as

follows. Suppose that the collection to be classified contains millions o f documents. Also,
consider that initially only a small sample o f documents fi'om this collection is given to an
expert classifier fi?r its correct classification iitto class E

or E . Moreover, suppose that the

OCAT algorithm is used to construct positive and n% ative rules by using these tw o classes.
As mentioned in Section 3.2.4, these rules will only be accurate when classifying the
examples in the samples and may be inaccurate when classifying other unseen «am ples.
The classification accuracy o f these rules can be improved by reconstructing them
when more training examples are included in E ^ and E . These example can be added to
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these sets as follows. First, one can provide an expert classifier with an unclassified
document and ask hun/her to detennine its correct classification. Nmct, one can place this
document in either FT or E according to the expert’s recommendation. Then, we can
reconstruct the positive and negative rules using the new

and E sets. This process can

be repeated until the rules have achieved the desired accuracy. Therefore, the question GLA
attonptstoansw o'is: Whca is the next docum ent to be ir^fected by the expert classifier so
that the perform ance o f the positive and negative rules can be im proved a s fa s t as
possible!
One way to provide the expert with this document is to randomly select one fi’om the
remaining unclassified documents. We called this the RANDOM learning strategy. A
drawback o f this strategy may occur if the classification verdict o f the incum bent positive
and negative rules fi-equently coincides with the mrpert’s verdict. Under this scenario, the
reconstruction o f the rules may be inefficient because they may not improve fast enough.
An ahemate and more efficient way is to provide the expert with a document that the
two incumbent rules already identified as an “Undecided” situation. This appears to be a
more efficient way o f selecting the document because when an “Undecided ” situation
occurs, the expert’s verdict will always guide the reconstruction o f the rule that triggered
the mis-classification. We called this the GUIDED learning strategy.
The advantage o f using a GUIDED learning strategy over a RANDOM strategy to
improve the learning rate o f the OCAT algorithm can be hypothesized as follows. These two
rules can only have one o f three possible classification outcomes: Correct, Incorrect, or
Undecided. The conditions to obtain these three outcomes are illustrated in Figure 3.7.
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Furthermore, as indicated in Section 3.2.4 the detection o f an ‘‘Undecided” situation will
always lead to the reconstruction o f the ûiulty rule. Therefore, when an oracle (i.e., an
expert classifier) is asked to provide the correct classification o f an example that was already
identified with an “Undecided” classification by the tw o incumbent rules, the faulty rule will
always be identified and reconstructed. In contrast, the reconstruction o f either rule under
the RANDOM strategy may be unnecessary if the mcample to be inspected by the oracle is
correctly classified by the two incumbent rules.

The classification of a new example D. is correct if and onlv if:
• Z>, is a positive example, and the positive rule accepts it, while the negative rule rejects it.
Or,
• Z), is a negative example, and the positive rule rejects it, udiile the negative rule accepts it.

The classification of a new example

is incorrect if and onlv if

• D, is a positive example, and the positive rule rejects it, while the negative rule accepts it.
Or,
• D, is a negative example, and the positive rule accepts it, while the negative rule rejects it.
The classification of a new example D. is undecided if and only if:
• D, is accepted by both the positive and the negative rules.
Or,
• £>i is rejected by both the positive and the negative rules.
These criteria can be used with OCAT or any other classification algorithm

Figure 3.7. Possible outcomes when the classification decisions o f the positive and
negative rules are considered simultaneously.
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3.4

Problem 4: Incremental Learning with the OCAT Algorithm
The OCAT algorithm, as described in Figure 3 ^ , indicates that a Boolean function

is reconstmcted every time a new set o f positive and negative examples becomes available.
That is, if the available sets o f examples ET and E are given, then a Boolean function ^
will be obtained. Similariy, if a newer set o f examples is composed by E
is a single positive ecample) and

u e (where e

isth e s e t with the negative examples, then the OCAT

algorithm will reconstruct a new Boolean function, say

In many applications

reconstructing a function in this way may be computationally expensive even if only a single
example is added to the previous training sets (see, for example, [Hunt e t a l., 1966],
[Michalski, 1978], [Midialski, 1985], gleinke and Michalski, 1986], [Schlimmer and Fisher,
1986], [Utgofl^ 1989], [Utgofl^ 1997]). The literature refers to this type o f learning as nonincrem ental learning (NILE) because it reconstructs the existing knowledge (i.e., the
Boolean function) every time a new problem is presented.
On the other hand, increm ental learning from examples (ILE) may be an attractive
strategy to update such a function because only portions o f it are repaired as new examples
are observed. Among the first works addressing ILE was the Concept Learning System
(CSL) [Hunt et a h , 1966]. In CLS, prior observations were selected at random and were
replaced with new examples in order to reconstruct the new knowledge. CLS was soon
abandoned because the learning rates were slow. In Michalski and Larson, [1978], the AQ
([Michalski, 1973]) systems was adapted to learn incrementally by limiting the number o f
examples needed to reconstruct the fruity knowledge, which was expressed in “plain” DNF
form. The AQ system repaired this knowledge by using a Euclidean distance measure to
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identify new examples that were “good” concept representatives. Its goal w as to reconstruct
only those portions o f the knowledge fa set o f clauses which describes an individual
concept) that caused the mis-classification.
Later, [Reinke and Nfichalski, 1986] extended the AQ system into the GEM system
which repairs only individual terms o f DNF expressions. In the GEM system only the faulty
conjunctive term s were submitted to a

prnf#dnrif along with the

observations it currently covered and those that triggered the classification inconsistency.
The results o f this system suggested that (/) ILE methods yield more complex concept
descriptions than NILE methods and (ff) knowledge base updates are less expensive using
ELE than with N ILE methods.
A common underlying assumption o f the above ILE methods is that they insist in
perfect consistency between the existing knowledge and the real world o f observations. That
is, they do not allow for noise during the training process. (Noise is defined as observations
that were incorrectly described due to a faulty perception.) Alternatively, incremental
learning systems such as STAGGER ([Schlimmer, 1987]), ID3 (Quinlan, 1986), ID4
(Schlimmer and Fisher, 1986), and IDS ([Utgo% 1989]) allow for some noise between the
existing knowledge and the observations during the training process. In these systems, noise
is allowed because knowledge is represented in a probabilistic manner, and according to
Schlimmer [1987], “this probabilistic knowledge representation enables a system to discern
and respond to long-term environmental changes.” Other works addressing a probabilistic
knowledge representation are described in [Hampson and Kibler, 1983] and [Langley,
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1987]. ILE methodologies that allow for some noise are not further discussed in this
research.
The incremental learning methodology implemented on the OCAT algorithm (to be
described in Section 4.4) is similar to the one o f the GEM system. It is similar in the sense
that it does not allow for noise between the knowledge and the observations and because
it repairs only the digunctive terms that caused a mis-classification. N onetheless it differs
from the GEM system in the way the new training examples are selected and used to
reconstruct the current knowledge. For example, in the GEM system knowledge is
submitted to a generalization process only when a g g o f mis-classified examples has been
collected. In contrast, in the methodology implemented in this work this knowledge is
repaired by only considering examples with an "Undecided ' situation. Furthermore, the
methodology presented here differs from that o f the GEM system because it attempts to
maintain tw o rules o f small size.
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METHODOLOGY
The methodology to investigate the four problems stated in Section 2 is presented

next.

4.1

Methodology for Problem 1: Selection of the Best Content Descriptors
In order to investigate this problem, the following four tasks were implemented: (/)

selection o f the training documents, (//) indexing o f the documents, (iii) construction o f a
matrix o f binary surrogates, and (rv) definition o f the experimental conditions

4.1.1 Selection ofa Sample of Training Documents
A sample o f documents fi'om four classes o f the TIPSTER collection (see, for
example, [Harman, 1995] and [Vooriiees, 1998]) was randomly selected to investigate the
performance of the OCAT and the VSM algorithms. (The TIPSTER collection is distributed
in three compact disks that contain tens o f thousands o f text documents for experimentation
with information retrieval systems.) Table 4.1 shows the numbers o f documents fi'om each
class that were used to investigate all four research problems.

Class:
Number of Documents:

DOE
1.407

AP
336

WSJ
624

ZIPF
530

Total
2897

DOE, A P. and WSJ stand f m D epartm ent o f Energy, Associated Press, W all S treet Journal, respectively. ZIPF
is a collection o f
docum ents on various topics.

Additionally, to simulate two disjoint classes, the following five class-pairs were
formed: (DOE vs. AP), (DOE vs. WSJ), (DOE vs. ZIPF), (AP vs. WSJ), and (WSJ vs.
ZIPF). These five class-pairs were randomly selected fi’om all possible pair combinations.
Furthermore, to comply with the notation presented in the previous sections, the first and
second classes o f each class-pair was denoted as E and E \ respectively.
35
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4.1.2 Methodology for Indaing the Documents
To index the documents in each experiment, tw o dictionaries were fbnned. The first
dictionary was conqrosed o f aU the unique words cooccurring in the documents. In Section
3.1.4 we referred to this list as the AWA. This dictionary was needed in order to avoid
duplicated words. The second dictionary was constructed using unique patterns o f
consecutive words; all words in these patterns w ere validated against the first dictionaiy.
Finally, all documents were induced using the patterns fi'om the second dictionary. (From
now on these patterns will also be referred to as keywords or content descriptors). This
methodology is presented next.

4.1.2.1

Construction of a Dictionary of Unique Words

and Haray, 1970], [Glaserfeld and Pisani, 1970], and [Rau and Jacobs, 1991] for inverted
files. In this research, however, the “look-up table” proposed in these guidelines was
organized according to the prefixes “a, ab, a c ,..., az, b, ba, b e ,..., z, z a ,..., zu”, as they are
found in regular dictionaries. This table also accommodated prefixes such as “ la , lb, ...,
9z”, “a l, a 2 ,..., z9”, and “00, 01, 0 2 ,..., 99” that often appear in the technical literature.
One dictionary was constructed for each experiment.
The construction o f this dictionary was done as follows. At first, a sentence was
extracted from each document, and its words were pre-processed to determine if they were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

English words
Numbers, e.g., 3.1416
Abbreviations, such as Mr., M iss, U.S.A., etc.
Mixed words, such as MX14, 5/11/97, etc.
Stop words, e.g., a, an, the, for, is, etc.
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Then, eadi word was converted to lowercase in order to avoid duplications (see, for
example, [Cleveland and Cleveland, 1983]), and atqr punctuation such as
“T" was removed fiom it The punctuation o f numbers such as -3416, S%, or SES was
retained.

4.1.2,2

Construction o f a Dictionary of Unique Patterns of Words

To construct this dictionaiy o f pattern o f words, one pre-processed sentence was
considered at a time (see, for example, [Jacobs, 1993], [Chen e t a l., 1994], [Abramova et
a l., 1981], and [Belonogov et a t., 1989]). To illustrate the construction o f these patterns,
consider the following sentence with the three consecutive words “louisiana state university”
(in lowercase). From these three words, the following six patterns

(for / = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 6)

can be generated; T, = “louisiana”, T, = “state”, Tj = “university”,

= “louisiana state”,

7} = “state university”, and Tg = “louisiana state university ”
Then, these patterns o f words were converted into numbers as follows in order to
speed up the searching tim es in this dictionary. This conversion was done as follows.
Suppose that the unique words (all in lowercase) “louisiana”, “state”, and “university” w ere
hypothetically located in rows 5,125, and 79, respectively in the dictionary o f unique w ords.
In this case, pattern T, = “louisiana” was converted into T, = [5]. As another example the
pattern Tg = “louisiana state university” was converted into Tg = [5, 125, 79]. These
num erical patterns were recorded in the dictionary o f unique content descriptors in this
numeric format. As another illustrative exanq)le, the keyword Tg = “state o f louisiana” which
came from a different sentence was converted into Tg = [125, 5] when the above
hypothetical raw locations are also considered. (Observe that the word “o f ’ was
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întenüonaüykA out because according to [Fox, 1990] the preposition‘‘o f ’ is a stop word.)
This process was repeated until all the sentences in a document were processed.

4.1.23

Indexing of the Documents

A document A (where 1 ^ / < A, and N is the number o f documents in the
experiment) was indexed with the patterns that only cooccurred in its text. This indexing
process was accon^riidied as follows. Suppose that pattern Tg = “louisiana state university”
(or, equivalently, Tg = [5, 125, 79]) occurred 20 times in document
suppose

Furthermore,

that Tg was located in row 6 in the dictionary o f unique content descriptors. In this

case, the presence o f Tg in D„ was identified as [6,20] to denote that Tg occurred 20 times
inD^ As another example, the pattern Tg = “state louisiana” (i.e., Tg = [125, 5]) also occurs
in A only one time. In this case, the presence o f 7^ in A was defined as [8, I].

4.1.3 Construction of the Matrix of Binary Surrogates
The third step in the methodology for indexing documents consisted o f creating a
matrix o f binary surrogates fi'om the data in the dictionary o f unique content descriptors.
One matrix was constructed for each class in an experiment. The construction o f these
surrogates followed the guidelines provided in Section 4.2.1 (see, also, [Salton, 1989]). That
is, in this case the binary weight

o f keyword Tj in surrogate A was determined according

to the following rule;

1
0

i f the frequency o f keyword Tj in

D,

was

> 0,

otherwise.
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An application o f this rule can be illustrated by considering the patterns

and Tg in

as defined in Section 4 .1 ^.3 . (The fi^equency o f other patterns is assumed to be zero).
In this case, the data in the dictionary o f unique content descriptors for this document is as
follows:
[1.0] for 7;
[2.0] for 7%
[3.0] for r '
[4.0] for 7;

[5,0] for 7}
[6,20] for Tg
[7,0] for T,
[8,1] for 7;

As a result, the above rule evaluates to 0 for the patterns 7}, 7^ 7}, Tg, 7), and Tj, and it
evaluates to 1 for patterns Tg and Tg. Moreover, when these evaluations are collected in a
vector, then the surrogate for document Z>« is defined as [0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1],
4.1.4 Experimental Conditions for Problem 1: Extraction of Word Patterns
As indicated in Section 2, Problem 1 consists o f identifying the best set o f patterns o f
words to address the new classification problem. To determine these patterns, the
classification accuracy o f the OCAT and the VSM algorithms was studied under a leaveone-out cross validation (CV) on 20 experiments, each with 40 documents (20 fi'om each
class-pair). The numbers o f oqxerimerns and documents to address Problem 1 were selected
on pure intuition but the final results were tested for statistical significance.
The goal o f implementing a CV approach on these «q>eriments was to investigate the
effect o f using patterns of up 5 consecutive words on the classification accuracy o f both
algorithms. A maximum o f 5 consecutive words was selected in order to avoid excessively
long lists o f words. In some preliminary experiments with the same 40 documents and
patterns o f up to 7 consecutive words, this list was comprised o f more than 30,000
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keywords. For this expenmentation, dassification accuracy fo rth e CXTAT case was defined
as the proportion o f documents accepted by only one rule, while for the VSM case it was
defined as the proportion o f documents accepted by only one pair o f centroids.

4.2

Methodology for Problem 2: Classification Using Text Patterns
The methodology fo r the second problem consisted o f the following three tasks: (/)

construction ofthe positive and n^ativ eru k s, (ir) construction o f the positive and n ^ a fiv e
centroids, and (iii) definition o f the experimental conditions.

4.2.1 Construction of the Classification Rules hy Using the OCAT Algorithm
The construction o f positive and negative rules in CNF form was achieved by using
the heuristic in [Deshpande and Triantaphyllou, 1998]. Figure 3.3 (on page 26) illustrates
this heuristic. Under this heuristic, a CNF expression was constructed as follows:
1.

A clause was formed such that it accepted all the examples in the

set, while it

attempted to reject many (as opposed to rq ect as many as possible required by the
original B&B approaches) examples in ^ . A single CNF clause was completed when
all the examples in E
2.

were accepted.

The atoms in eadi dause were obtained according to an evaluative function, and only
the atoms with the highest value were included in that clause. Ties between the values
o f this evaluative function for different atoms w ere broken arbitrarily.

3.

The construction o f these clauses was repeated until all the examples in the Æ set had
been rejected. (A CNF expression was completed when all its clauses when taken
together rejected all the examples in the set Æ .)
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The ratio P O S(a^N E G {a^ in Step 1 (i.e., the number o f positive examples accepted
by the atom a, divided by the m unbern^ative exanqiles accepted by the same atom) in this
heuristic represents an evaluative function for the selection o f the best set o f attributes to
be included in a clause. In this dissertation work, an attribute a, that made N EG (a^ = 0 (i.e.,
no negative examples are accepted by o j was rew arded hy making POSCa,) / NEG{a,) =
POS(a^ X 1,000. The multiplication by 1,000 (a sufBdently high number) was introduced
in this function in order to avoid a division by zero. This was a high reward value because
an atom that does not accept any dement fiom the £T set is a good candidate to be included
in the clause being formed. On the other hand, an atom

nr,

that made PO S(aJ =

0

and

N EG {a) = 0 w as associated with a punishm ent value by making PO S{a^ I NEG{a^ = -1
because such an atom does not accept examples fi’om the E

set nor from the E set.

4.2.2 Construction of a Centroid Using the VSM Model
The centroid o f a document class was computed according to Equation (3.3) on page
14. To illustrate the computation o f centroid C+, for the set E consider the following
examples.
1010
0100

E =

1100
0011
1001

0001

E=

111 1

0000
1000
1110

According to Equation (3.3), the first element o f C+ is w ^ j = 1/4 x (O + l + 0 + 1) = 1/2.
Notice that the four binary numbers in the parenthesis correspond to the first binary element
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o f the four examples in É*^. The remaining three weights w+j, w +j, and

o f C+ are

computed similarly. Hence, all four weights o f centroid C+ are:

=
=
=
=

1/4 (0 +
1/4 X (1 +
1/4 X (0 +
1/4 X (0 +

1 + 0 + 1) =
1 + 0 + 0) =
0 + 1 + 0) =
0 + 1 + 1) =

1/2,
1/2,
1/4,
1/2.

Therefore, the centroid o f Æ can be defined by C+ = [1/2, 1/2, 1/4, 1/2]. When these
computations are extended to the examples in the E set, then the following centroid C_ =
[2/3,1/3, 1/3, 1/3] is obtained.

4.2.3 Experimental Conditions for Problem 2
In Section 2 the second problem was defined as how to construct a set o f rules for
classifying text documents. As indicated earlier, this problem was tackled by investigating
the classification performance of the OCAT and VSM algorithms under the following two
experimental conditions: (/) The leave-one-out cross validation (CV) and (//) a 30/30 cross
validation (30/30 CV), where 30 indicates the initial number o f documents in the training
classes E

and E . (Similar experimental conditions can be seen in [Deshpande and

Triantaphyllou, 1998] and [Utgofl^ 1997], reqiectivdy). We implemented the CV validation
on the five class-pairs o f the TIPSTER collection that were defined in Section 4.1.1, as
follows:
Step 1. 30 documents fi’om each class were randomly selected and were assigned to
Æ and E \ respectively.
Step 2. One document was then removed from either E

or E~, and the positive and

negative rules and positive and the negative centroids (for the OCAT and
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VSM cases, respectivdy) were then constructed using the remaining 59
documents. A diflferent document w as removed every time.
Step 3. The class o f the document left out w as then inferred by both algorithms.
Step 4. The correctness o f the classification o f both algorithms was determined
according to the criteria in Figure 3.7 (on page 34).
Steps 2 through 4 were repeated until all 60 documents had their class inferred. Finally, this
test was replicated ten times at Wnch point the results o f the tw o algorithms were tested for
statistical difterence.
The 30/30 cross validation (30CV) was implemented on larger samples o f 254
documents. This number o f documents was used in this experiment in order to avoid
excessive computational times, but it still yielded statistically significant results We also
implemented this experimental condition on the five class-pairs indicated in Section 4.1.1.,
as follows;
Step I.

30 documents fi'om each class were randomly selected, and they were assigned to
E and E~, respectively.

Step 2.

The Positive and negative rules and the positive and negative centroids (for the
OCAT and VSM cases, reflectively) were then constructed using the data in E
and£.

Step 3.

Next, the classification o f all 254 documents was inferred.

Step 4.

The correctness o f the classification o f both algorithms was determined according
to the criteria in Figure 3.7 (on page 34).
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As with the first experimental condition, the 30CV validation was replicated ten tim es at
which point the results o f the two algorithms w ere tested for statistical difiference.

4.2.4 Statistical Performance of the Two Algorithms
In order to compare the relative performance o f both algorithms, the following two
sets o f hypotheses were tested,
a) One tail test

Where, /*oc4t ^nd

are the proportions o f documents that were inferred correctly

by both algorithms,
b) Sign T est:
The sign test was implemented by comparing the individual difference
' ^ocAT
class-pairs). In

Gfty replications in the experiments (i.e.,
this test,

was the proportion

10 replications

x the five

o f documents with a “Correct”

classification a t the end o f replication j (for j = I, 2, 3, ..., 50) thatwas obtained with
algorithm x (where x = OCAT or VSM) is the divided by the number o f documents in
replication j . Thus, if the above difference was positive(negative), a “+”(“-”) sign was
scored. To implement this test, the following hypotheses were used:
: p
: p

= 0.50
< 0.50

Where p is the probability o f finding an equal number o f positive and negative differences
in a set o f outcomes
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4.3

Methodology for Problem 3: A. Guided Lemrmimg Approach
In order to answer th e question what is the next document to be inspected bv the

ex p e rt

da.«ifier in order to improve the performance o f the current classification rule, only

the OCAT algorithm was investigated under the RANDOM and the GUIDED learning
approaches. The experimental condition for these two approaches w as as follows:
Step I. Three samples o f 510 documents each (255 from each class) fiom the three ciasspairs: (DOE vs. ZIFF), (AP. vs. DOE), and (WSJ vs. ZIPF) were used. One
sample was extracted from each class-pair. The number o f docum ents (i.e., 510)
was determined by the maximum size o f the ASCII files the Turbo Pascal 1.5
programming language for Windows could open simultaneously.
Step 2. Positive and n%ative rules were constructed using only 30 documents that were
randomly sdected fiom eadi class-pair. As indicated in an earlier section, the first
and second classes were identified as E and E , respectively.
Step 3. The class o f all 510 documents in the experiment was then inforred. As with the
previous two problems, the criteria illustrated in Figure 3.6 were used to
determine the number o f “Correct,” incorrect,” and “Undecided” classifications.
Step 4. One more document was selected and added to a class. For the RANDOM
approach this document was selected randomly from the set o f unclassified
documents. While for the GUIDED approach this document was selected from
the set o f documents that the current rules had already identified with an
“Undecided” classification. The latter approach was tem porarily substituted with
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a RANDOM approach if “locorrecf*(as opposed to “UndecidecT) classificatioiis
were only detected by the two rules.
Step S.

An experiment with a class-pair w as terminated when one o f the following tw o
conditions was met: (i) the OCAT algorithm had constructed a rule that classified
all 510 documents accurately or (//) all 510 documents had been included in E
anA E .

4.4

Methodology for Problem 4: An Incremental Learning Approach
The methodology for repairing only the portion(s) o f the knowledge that cause a mis-

classification followed the «(perimentation described in [Nfichalski and Larson, 1978]. In
the methodology presented next, however, this repair was divided into the following tw o
subproblems: (/) repair o f a Boolean fimction that rejects a positive example e

and (//)

repair o f a Boolean function that accepts a negative example e . All functions were
expressed in DNF form. The decision for using DNF expressions (as opposed to the CNF
expressions that were used in the previous three sections o f this methodology) was needed
in order to compare the results o f this ecperimentation with the ones in the existing
literature. The methodology for the two subproblems is presented next.

4.4.1 Repair of a Boolean Function that Rejects Erroneously a Positive Example
As indicated in Section 3.2.4, a Boolean function ^ a c c e p ts a positive example e if
and only if it evaluates to true (denoted by 1). Consequently, when an example
erroneously by function

is rejected

the following condition is satisfied:

) = C/ V c , V Cj V ... V c„ = 0.
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Where c, (for / = 1, 2, 3,

ri) is the fth clause o f the DNF function. Equation (4.2)

indicates that when this condition is met, then all n clauses have rqected the example e .
Hence, the methodology desaibed next addressed the problem: how to select the clause to
be repaired such that when it is updo*^'J it will make the function ^ to accept the example
e . Figure 4.1 illustrates the methodology that addresses this problem.

Input:
O utput:

LeCe be Ae positive example rejected by fimcdoa
C; V V ... V c„.
The sets E and E .
A Boolean function
m DNF form that accepts all examples in
E u g and rejects all examples in E .

begin
\diW (c^ (for z = 1, 2, 3 ,..., n) be the set o f the members o f E wduch are accepted
by clause c,;
Step 2
let A(c) be the number o f atoms in c,;
Step 3
select Cÿ(for \ ^ k ^ ri) according to a predetermined strategy^;
Step 4
Step 5
let (c j
(q)ue ;
Step 6
le t/ be the DNF Boolean function that solves the subproblem OCAT(^ (c j, E );
Step 7 let.?- - ^ u / ;
end;
Step 1:

p r e d e t e r m i n e d s U a te g ^ T
M o s tg e n e ia U z in g d a u s e :

m a x(\^(c^)\/A (cp ):

L e a s t g e n e ra liz in g d a u s e :

mtn(\S^(c,)\/'A(cp):

Figure 4.1. Algorithm for updating a Boolean function that rejects erroneously a
positive example.
To tackle this problem, th e following two criteria for selecting the clause to be
repaired were investigated: Selection o f the most generalizing clause and selection o f the
least generalizing clause. The goal o f investigating these criteria was to determine which
one produced a Boolean function with fewer number o f clauses.
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The key concept for achieving an incremental learning solution w as the size o f the
subproblem O C A T (^ ( c j, E~) in Step 6 o f the algorithm in Figure 4.1. This was the key
concept because if it is assumed that W

I (where, |x{ is the size o f the set x), then

the CPU time for solving the subproblem O C A T (^ (c*), E ) will be shorter than the time
required to solve the complete problem OCAT(E u e , E ).
At this moment, it is important to notwe that by usn% either o fth e tw o criteria, it may
happen that one o r more atoms or clauses will be added to the function JFI According to
[Michalski and Larson, 1978], this situation can be anticipated “because the utilization o f
DLE approaches always renders more complex systems.” This is an im portant situation
because if more atoms or clauses are added to the function ^

then it can be also anticipated

that this function will not only accept the example e , but it may also accept other
unclassified examples. This is a desired situation because it suggests that ILE approaches
will not only require shorter processing times than NILE approaches, but also because it
suggests that the former approach may become more accurate at a &ster rate than the latter
one.

4.4.2 Repair of a Boolean Function that Accepts Erroneousfy a Negative Example
The algorithm in Kgure 4.2 addresses the second subproblem for repairing a Boolean
function ^ that accepts a negative example e . In this case, if this situation arises, then
function ^ { e ) satisfies the condition;
^ ( e ) = Cy V c , V Cj V ... V

= 1.

(4.3)

An inspection o f Equation (4.3) suggests that when this condition is met at least one o f the
n clauses erroneously accepts exair^le e~. Thus, the main concern in this second subproblem
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was hcfw to select the cUtuse(s) to be repaired such that the updated junction

also

rejects the example e .
The algorithm in Figure 4.2 solves the problem posed in Equation (4.3) by first
identifying the set o f clauses C that accept the example e \ and then by forming a subset o f
positive examples E (C), which is conqwsed o f the examples in E that are accepted by the
clauses C. The set o f n^ative examples is formed by E u e . As with the first subproblem,
the key concept fo r achieving this incremental learning was also the size o f the expression
OCAT(E (C), {E u e">) at Step 4 in Figure 4.2. An inspection o f this expression indicates
that if

(Q | <

| is true (where, |x| is the size o f the set x), then the CPU time for

solving this subproblem is most likely shorter than the time for solving the problem
OCAT(E", E~ u e").
It is interesting to notice that the Œ U time for this second subproblem is bounded by
the size o f the subset E (C). From Equation (4.3) it follows that if all n clauses accept the

Input:

Let e~ be tl^ negative example that is accepted by function
V
The sets E and E .
^
Output: A new classification rule
that accqxs all the examples in E and
rejects the example in £ u e .
Step J:
Step 2:
Step 3:
Step 4:
Step 5:

V ... V c„

begin
let C be the set of clauses (/ = 1, 2, 3 ,..., n) that accept e ;
let SE ^ - C;
let £ (C) be set of the members of £ wfaidi are accepted by C;
le t/ be the Boolean fimction in DNF form that solves the subproblan
0 C A T (£ '(O , (£ u e ));
letS r" ^
end;

Figure 4.2. Algorithm for updating a Boolean fimction that accepts erroneously a
negative example
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example g , thenE (Ç )~ É ^ . Moreover, if this equality condition occurs, it would indicate
that a NILE process to solve the problem OCAT(E , E u e ) will be executed, and
therefore it would indicate that an expensive repair (i.e., a long CPU time) will occur. This
is also an interesting situation because it can also be anticipated that occasional NILE
processes may reduce the size o f the Boolean function. In fact, [Reinke and Nfichalski,
1986] have already mdicated “that although NILE processes are expensive, they produce
‘less complex'(small) systems.”

4.4.3 Computational Complexity of the algorithms for the ILE Approach
An inspection o f the algorithms in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 indicates that in the worst
case scenario, NILE ^rproaches are executed to solve the problems OCAT(E u e , E ) and
OCAT(£ , E~ u e ). Furthermore, in [Triantaphyllou and Deshpande, 1998] the
computational com pledty o f the NILE approaches to be used was defined as 0 (rr).
Therefore, the complexity o f the algorithms introduced in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2 is also
nr because in the worst case scenario t h ^ reduce to a NILE approach.
To conclude the methodology for the ILE approach, the experimental conditions for
the GUIDED learning approach (Section 4.3) were implemented to test the performance o f
the incremental algorithms. In this case, however, only 336 documents were considered in
the experiment. This number o f 336 documents was selected based on the observation that
the non-incremental OCAT algorithm became 100% accurate with these many dociunents
when it was implemerUed using the GUIDED learning approach. Additionally, the
performance measures to test the two versions o f ILE were: the classification accuracy, the
total number o f clauses in the positive and negative rules, and the CPU time. These
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perfonnance measurements were statistically compared with those derived under the NILE
approach by using a Sign Test (as described in Section 4.2.4).

4.5

Experimentation Tools
The computer programs for this methodology were w ritten in the computer language

Turbo PASCAL 1.5 for Windows [Borland, 1991]. This com puter language was selected
for portabihQf reasons; although, C++ could have been a much b e tto ' selection. M oreover,
the computational experiments for the first, second, and third problems investigated in this
research were run on a Pentium 166MHz PC. The experiments for the ILE problem w ere
run on a Pentium II 400MHz PC. Finally, all computational results were analyzed with the
statistical package MINITAB

6.1

[Ryan et cd., 1992].
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AN ILLU STRA TIV E EXAM PLE
The example in this section illustrates the constniction o f a Boolean function in the

CNF form and the construction o f a pair o f centroids by using the OCAT and VSM
algorithms, respectively. This illustrative example considers the ten surrogates D f,

Dj,

Dio shown in Figure 5.1. These documents are indexed by the presence or absence o f
keywords Ti, 7^ 7^ and T, Additionally, to comply with the requirements o f the new
classification problem, the surrogates D ,, D^, 7)^, and
the remaining surrogates Z>j,

D j, Dg, £>9, and Djo are assigned to the set E .

T'l 7 ; T3 r ,
0, 1 0 1 0
De 0 0 0 1

T, Tz T, T,
b 1 0 0
E* =

Z), 1
■
D, 0
^4

1

1 0 0
0

are assigned to the set E , while

1 1

£- =

0 0 1

D-, 1 1 1
Dn 0 0 0
D, 1 0 0
1 1 I

1
0
0
0

Figure 5.1. Set o f documents to be analyzed.
5.1

C onstruction o f a Boolean F unction by Using the OCA T A lgorithm
The construction o f a Boolean function in CNF form that can classify the ten

documents in Figure 5.1 can be done as follows (the heuristic to construct this function is
described in Figure 4.1.). The first clause is constructed such that it accepts all four
surrogates in E whOe ngects many surrogates fi’om E . (A function in a DNF form can be
easily obtained by making some simple transformation in the input data as described in
[Triantaphyllou and Soyster, 1995].) The next dause accepts again all four surrogates in E
52
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and rejects more surrogates fro m £ ' that w ere not rqected by the previous clause(s). This
process is repeated until the CNF expression rejects all the examples in E .
The set ofall keywords for this example is defined as {T’y,

Tj, T^, Ti, ^

T^}.

Hence, according to Step 1 o f the heuristic describe in Figure 4.1, the various POS(T^ and
NEG{T) values and P O S(jyN E G {T ) ratios fo r this example are as follows:
POSiXi) = 2
POS(T,) = 2
P O Sifj) = 1
£05(7^) = 2
£ 0 5 ( fy) = 2
PO SiT,) = 2
P 0 5 ( f ') = 3
P 0 5 (fJ = 2

NEGiT,) = 4
NEGiT,) = 2
N E G if,) = 3
A E G (rj = 2
A£G( fy) = 2
A £G (f,) = 4
/VEG( f ') = 3
=4

POS(T,) I NECKTj) = 1/2
P O SiT) / NEG{T,) = 1
PO Sifs) / N E G if,) = 1/3
POSiT^) / NEG{T^) = 1
£ 0 5 ( fy) / iVEG( 7)) = I
P O SiT^ I N EG iT,) = 1/2
POSi Tj) / NEGi fj) = 1
P O S it)/N E G iT ,) = 1/2.

From the evaluative fimction o f Step 2, maxiPOSiT]) / NEGiT^) = 1. However, an
inspection o f the zbove PO ^T)/NEG iJ]) ratio indicates that a tie exists between k^rwords
T^, T„ T„ and T^. For this numerical example, T, was selected as the first keyword in clause
K ,. That is, K , = (7 ^ . It is interesting to notice that at this moment, K , only accepts the
surrogates Z)y and D , fi'om the set E
Furthermore, notice that because E

and rejects only the surrogate D j fi'om E .

*e> and E * e , at least one more keyword must be

added to K,.
The second k ^w o rd is obtained in a similar manner. That is, this new k ^ w o rd must
accept documents fi'om the updated set £
from the updated £ ={Dj,

= {73j, D,} and must reject m ore documents

7)* D,}. From these updated sets, the newer PO SiT^ and

NEGiT) values and PO SiT)/NEG iT) ratios are computed as follows:
POSiT,) = 1
P O SiT ) = 1

NEGiT,) = 2
N E G iT) = 1

POSiT,) / NEG iT,) = 1/2
POSiTj) / N E G iT ) = 1
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POS(T,) = 2
= 1
= 1
fW (^ ) = 0

NEGiT;) = 1
NEG iT,) = 2
NEGiTj) = 3
N E G it) ^ 3

P 0 5 ( r j / iVEG(r^) = 2
/ NEGiT;) = 1/2
P O SiTj) I NEGiT,) = 1/3
P O S iZ )IN E G iT ) = 0.

(Please observe that in these computatioiis keyword T , and its negation T, are omitted
for further consideration. This is done because T, is already included in K,).
In this case, the evaluative function m ax^PO ^J]) / NEGiT;)) = 2, which corresponds
to keyword T,. Consequently, K, = i T \ / T,). Now K , already accepts all the documents in
E , while it still accepts documents D^, Z>7, and D,o from E . That is now, we have: E ^ =
0

and E *

0.

The first equality condition indicates th at clause K , has been completed,

whereas the second condition indicates that at least one more clause needs to be
constructed.
The second clause

must also accept all the surrogates in £ = {D;,

D* D.,} and

must rgect more documents from the revised set £" = {D ^ D-, D,o) (please note that now
E~ is reset to the original set). After two more iterations o f the OCAT algorithm, we get:
AT, = ( 7} V T,). The third clause K, = ( 7} V 7%V 7^) w as constructed in a similar manner.
When all these three clauses are taken together, the following CNF expression is formed:
( 7%y T,) A iT jV T,) A (T, V r , V T,).

( 5. 1)

Expression ( 5 .1) corresponds to the positive rule (Boolean function). The negative
rule can be constructed in a similar fashiom To construct the negative rule, documents in the
set £ ‘~are now treated as the positive examples, while documents in the set Æ are treated
as the negative examples. For the data in Figure 5 . 1, the negative rules turns out to be:
iT , V 7% ) A ( t V 7%V T,) A iT , V T,).
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5.2

C onstructioii o f a P a ir o f C entroids U sing th e VSM A lgorithm
The construction o f a pair o f centroids can be illustrated by considering again the ten

documents in Figure 5.1. Recall that it was assumed that the first class isE = {Df, D ,, D j,
D^} and that the second class is E~ =
centroid o f each class is denoted as

Dg, £>7, Dg, Dç, Djo)- For convenience, the
and C_, respectively. Then, according to Equation

(3.3), the weights o f the keywords o f these tw o centroids are computed as follows. For
centroid C _, these weights are
=
w ^j, =
wj j =
=

1/4
1/4
1/4
1/4

X (0 + 1 + 0 + 1) = 1/2,
x ( l + 1 + 0 + 0 )= 1/2,
X (0 + 0 + 1 + 0) = 1/4,
X (0 + 0 + 1 + 1) = 1/2.

And, for centroid C . these weights are
= 1/6 X
= 1/6 X
= 1/6 X
= 1/6 X

(1
(0
(I
(0

+ 0 +1
+ 0 +1
+ 0 +1
+ 1 +1

+0
+0
+0
+0

+ 1 + 1) = 2/3,
+0
+ 1) = 1/3,
+ 0 + 1) = 1/2,
+0
+ 0) = 1/3.

Finally, the centroids o f these two classes are defined as

= [1/2,1/2, 1/4, 1/2] and

C = [2/3, 1/3, 1/2, 1/3], respectively
As with the Boolean function (5.1), this pair o f centroids corresponds to the positive
centroids. The n ^ a tiv e pair o f centroids can be constructed by considering the documents
in the set E~ as the positive examples while documents in the set £

as the negative

examples. Under this new setting, the negative pair o f centroids for the data in Figure 5.1
is:

= [2/3, 1/3, 1/2, 1/3] and C . = [1/2, 1/2, 1/4, 1/2], respectively.
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COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
This section presents the results o f some computational experiments related to the

four problems investigated in this research. As indicated in Section 2, the first problem
regards the selection o f a set o f text features (i.e., keywords) to index the documents in the
experiments. The second problem addresses a methodology fi)r constructing patterns o f
keywords in the fiarm o f Boolean fimctions. The third problem regards a methodology to
guide the learning o f the Boolean fimctions as more text documents become available.
Finally, the forth problem addresses the development o f an incremental learning algorithm
to improve the efficiency o f the OCAT approach for constructing Boolean functions.

6.1

Results for Problem 1: Extraction of Text Features
The bars in Figure 6.1 summarize the average classification accuracy o f the OCAT

and VSM algorithms after completing experiments (as described in Section 4.1.4) with
patterns o f 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 consecutive words. The numbers above the bars in this figure
show the average classification accuracy and the variance under each algorithm for each set
o f experiments.
An inspection o f this figure reveals that the classification accuracy o f the OCAT
algorithm was not affected by the various sizes o f the patterns o f consecutive words.
Actually, an investigation o f this situation revealed that this accuracy was obtained because
the ratio POS(i) NEG(i) was always larger for patterns o f single words than it was for
patterns o f multiple words. This was an unexpected but encouraging result because it
allowed us to abate the number o f keywords to solve large classification problems without

56
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redudng the accuracy. The following example with surrogates d„

d j , d g attempts to

illustrate the importance o f the above finding.

100%
90% _
8 0 % -^

OCAT(S7H.a.lO>
V SM (63H.a20)

(« « s . OIK)

<«W».O.IO)
(«ZK .O .n)

ill
C o n se c u tiv e W o rd s in a P a tte rn
o c a t

Q

VSM

Figure 6.1. Average classification accuracy using patterns o f 1, 2, 3 ,4 , and 5
consecutive words.

7*/
...
d, = [\ llOOQfiOQOQOOQO ]
d . = [OOlOOQQOQOQOOQp ]
d , = [OlfiQllflOQOOQOQO ]
</., = [10eQlûl0i2QQQ0QQ]
d, =
E f/tf =
dy =
dg =

[OOQQ1Q2UOQOOQO ]
[00010QQQQ1100QP]
[OOQQOQQOQOQl UO ]
[OOQpOQQOQOQOOQl ]
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These eight surrogates are defined by the presence or absence o f the patterns (i.e.,
sequence o f keywords) T,, Tr, Tj,

T„. The underlined elements are assumed to

correspond to patterns o f two consecutive words, whereas the non-underiined elements are
single-word patterns. These eight surrogates were processed using tw o strategies. In the
first strategy, a subproblem with surrogates consisting o f one word was considered. That
is, in this case the surrogates consisted o f the non-underiined elements 7}, 7^ 7], 7}, 7^ Tjg
T,r, Tjj and T^. In th e second strategy the surrogates consisted o f all fifteen elements. The
results o f this brief illustrative example are presented in Table 6.1.

Stratefiv
Single Words
Two Consecutive Words

Rule
(r,V 7 \V 7 ;)A (7 )^ )
(T.s/T,\fTAA(T,„)

CPU Time
5.4 Seconds
7.2 Seconds

It can be easily verified that both niles classify accurately these examples

The second column o f the above table shows that the two classification rules are
identical despite th e different size o f the patterns. These identical rules indicate that the
OCAT algorithm was insensitive to the size o f the word patterns. Nonetheless, the CPU
times on the last column show that the OCAT algorithm was faster by 1.8 seconds (30%)
when it processed surrogates defined on single-word patterns than when it processed
surrogates o f tw o consecutive words. Similar results were also observed during the pilot
runs with the various pseudo-documents that were extracted fi’om the DOE test documents.
A pseudo-document can be constructed by using a section o f an actual document [Jacobs
and Rau, 1990]. In the pilot runs, a paragraph was considered as a document. Therefore,
there were as many pseudo-documents as paragraphs in a document.
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This was an important finding because it made possible to design more e£5cient
experiments. For instance, in experiments in which there w ere sncty training documents and
about eight hundred keywords, the CPU time to produce classification rules was abated
fi’om about four minutes to approximately 1.5 minutes.
The results for VSM were also encouraging because the small variances in its
classification suggested that it maintained its accuracy for the various sizes o f the patterns.
Therefore, in the remaining o f this work only a single-word keywords strategy was
implemented to address Problems 2 through 4.

6.2

Results for Problem 2: Construction of Classification Rules
The following Table 6.2 summarizes the average number o f unique k^w ords that

were extracted fi^om the documents during the two experimental conditions: CV and 30CV.
In the experimental conditions described in Section 4.2.3, it was indicated that ten
replications were executed for both experimental conditions. Therefore, the number o f
indexing words in this table w æ computed by averaging the number o f keywords in the ten
dictionaries o f unique content descriptors o f the ten replications.

Experimental
Condition
CV
30CV

DOE vs.
AP
511
803

DOE vs.
WSJ
605
911

DOE vs.
ZIPF
479
890

AP vs.
WSJ
448
814

WSJ vs.
ZIPF
501
811

- To avoid excessive CPU tim es, only documents with approximately ISO words were considered.
• Stop words w ere always removed.

The following Tables 6.3 and 6.4 summarize the computational results for the CV
validation and the 30CV validation, respectively. The abbreviations “C:”, “I:”, and “Ur” in
the first column o f both tables correspond to the “Correct,” “Incorrect,” and “Undecided”
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classifications as th^r were defined in Figure 3.6. For instance, the data in Table 6.3 for the
class-pair DOE vs. APhaficate that the VSM identified 334 "Correct," 261 “Incorrect," and
5 “Undecided” classifications. Similarly, the data for the same class-pair indicate that the
OCAT algorithm identified 410 “Correct,” 5 “Incorrect,” and 185 “Undecided”
classifications. In addition, the last two columns o f these tw o tables summarize the results
across all five dass-pairs. For example, the number o f correct classifications o f the VSM in
Table 6.3 is 334+286+280+316+286 = 1,502, whereas this number for the OCAT algorithm
is 410+296+358+365+303 = 1,732. Figure 6.2 compares graphically the data in these last
two columns.

Table 6 3 . Summary o f First Experimental Condition; Leave-One-Out Cross
Validation.
WSJ VS.
DOE vs.
DOE vs.
AP VS.
DOE vs.
ZIPF
WSJ
ZIPF
TOTAL
AP
WSJ
VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

C:

334

410

286

296

280

358

316

365

286

303

1,502

1,732

I:

261

5

314

66

320

25

284

47

314

76

1,493

219

5

185

0

238

0

217

0

188

0

221

5

1,049

U:

The VSM was implemented using the CC coefficient, folloiwing the suggestio ns in [Salton, 198S>]-

Ta hie 6.4. Summarv o f Second Experimental Condition: 3(D/30 Cross Va idation.
DOE vs.
AP vs.
DOE VS.
WSJ vs.
DOE vs.
ZIPF
ZIPF
WSJ
TOTAL
WSJ
AP
VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

VSM

OCAT

1,266

1,035

1,320

1,088

1,283

1,088

1,145

5,161

6,420

975

134

915

124

846

140

837

176

4,548

644

0

550

0

506

16

527

25

629

41

2,686

C:

975

1,406

975

I:

975

70

0
474
U:
The VSM w-as implemented using the CC coefficient, foUowing the suggestions in [Salton, 1989].
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30/30 CV

Leave-OneOiit CV
100%

§ 80%-

U ndecided

060%

L.J
11 1
1

o
§ 40%

S

Incorrect
C orrect

:

020%

t

0%

VSM

OCAT

VSM

!

OCAT

Figure 6.2. Comparison o f the classifications under both algorithms.

Two facts can be derived fi'om the size o f the dark (i.e., the “Undecided”
classifications) areas in Figure 6.2. First, it can be observed that the VSM detected only 5
“Undecided” situations under the CV validation and 41 under the 30CV validation. An
investigation o f these situations revealed that these instances (i.e., S and 41) were
consequences o f pure chance. Actual^, it was found that th^r occurred when the following
two conditions were satisfied;
1.

First, the class o f a document was randomly selected because the tw o positive
centroids had simultaneously classified it in the same class. That is, because Equation
3.3 had computed tw o identical centroids.
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2.

Second, the two negative centroids also classified the document in the same class as
the positive centroids did, and therefore the class of the document had to be also
randomly assigned.

More predsdy, it was found that the root cause o f these “Undecided” situations occurred
when Equation 3.3 had computed fixir identical centroids. This finding suggested that in its
present form the VSM had no capabilities fi>r accurately ident^ing “Undecided” situations.
The second foct r%ards the contrasting 1,049 and 2,686 “Undecided” classifications
the OCAT algorithm identified under the two experimoxtal conditions. In Sections 3.2.4 and
3 .3 it was indicated that “Undecided” situations occur when the positive and negative rules
simultaneously classify a document in the same class because they do not possess enough
knowledge to classify it correctly. Moreover, it was also indicated that these types o f
situations can be desirable because they show that either the positive or the negative rule
needs to be updated as more examples become available. These results are encouraging
because they suggest that the classification accuracy of the OCAT algorithm can be
improved if “Undecided” situations are used to guide its learning.
Two additional facts can also be observed from the proportion o f “Incorrect”
classifications (the white areas) in Figure 6.2. First, it can be seen that the VSM incurred
1,493 “Incorrect” classifications under the CV validation, and that it incurred 4,548 cases
under the 30CV validation. These large proportions o f “Incorrect” classifications were
unexpected, however, they suggested that the VSM did not distinguish “Incorrect” from
“Undecided” situations. These large numbers o f ‘Incorrect” classifications can be attributed
to the VSM performance under pseudo-classification. As indicated in Section 3.2.5, when
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the number o f classes is prefixed (two in this research), the VSM is said to perform a
pseudo-classification.
More importantly, the large proportions o f “Incorrect” situations suggest that in its
present form the VSM cannot fiiither improve its classification accuracy. The second fiict
regards the 219 and 644 “Incorrect” classifications the OCAT algorithm m ade under the
two experunental settings, respectively. These small numbers o f “Incorrect” classifications
were attributed to the utilization of positive and negative rules o f small size that enabled the
OCAT algorithm to distinguish between “Incorrect” and “Undecided” classifications.
Finally, the statistical performance o f the two algorithms was determined by using only
the “Correct” classification proportions that are indicated in the last column o f Tables 6.3
and 6.4. It is important to mention here that “Incorrect” and “Undecided” outcom es were
both considered as incorrect classifications. As it was indicated in Section 4.2.4, the
comparison o f these tw o algorithms was needed in order to determine which one better
addressed the classification o f documents into two disjoint classes. The results o f the two
statistical tests (i.e.. One Tail Test and the Sign Test) are summarized in Tables 6.5 and 6.6.

Table 6.5. Comparison o f the Classification Accuracy o f the VSM and OCAT
Experimental
Condition
CV
30CV

^ooir*
0.577
0.658

PvsKf'Pcxur
-0.076
-0.1287

0.501
0.529

Binomial Test
Half-length^
C.I.
(-0.051,-0.101)*
0.025
0.014
(-0.115,-0.142)*

• 1.732 ■■n and 6.420 / rn where n is 3.000 under CV and 9.730 under 30CV.
' 1.302 / n and 3.161 / <r. where n is 3.000 under CV and 9,730 laoder 30CV.

1 1-96,

'rsr

Whfle * denotes that both algoritlmis pedbtm diflerently.
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Number of
Number o f

Type o f Experiment
CV
30CV
4
7
46
43
2.23x10'°
1 .0 4 x 1 0 -^

signs
signs

D-value^
y

■

W here m was 4 for CV and 7 for 30CV.

The two confidence mtervals (CX) in Table 6.5 indicate that the OCAT algorithm was
statistically more accurate in both experimental conditions than the VSM was. Furthermore,
the small p-values shown in Table 6.6 indicate that it is extremely unlikely to find an equal
number o f positive and negative signs. Therefore, the results o f these two statistical tests led
us to conclude with high confidace that the OCAT algorithm better addressed the problem
o f classifying documents into tw o disjoint classes.
6.3

Results for Problem 3: Determining which Document to Consider Next
Figures 6.3 through 6.5 show the results of the OCAT algorithm under the RANDOM

and GUIDED learning approaches that were described in Section 4.3. The horizontal axis
in these figures shows the percentage o f training documents in the experiments. For
example, at the beginning o f the experiments there were only 60 (i.e., 11.76% o f 510)
training documents. The vertical axis in these three figures shows the classification levels
the OCAT algorithm achieved under various percentages o f training documents.
In these two figures the abbreviations /?c, Ri, Ru, Gc, Giy and Gu stand for the
proportions o f “Correct,” “Incorrect,” and “Undecided” classifications for these two
approaches. The “/?” and (7 letters stand for RANDOM and GUIDED, respectively. Thus,
Rc is the proportion o f “Correct” classifications under the RANDOM approach, and Gu is
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the proportion o f "Undecided** classification under the GUIDED approach. A similar
interpretation can be extended for the other abbreviations.
Table 6.7 shows the percentage o f the training documents at which the OCAT
algorithm classified all 510 documents in an experimen t The percentages shown in this table
correspond to the position o f the vertical (dotted) line in the above three figures. For
instance, the Hatiim 65.99% for the class-pair DOE vs. ZIPF under the GUIDED approach
corresponds to the value o f the vertical line on the horizontal axis in Figure 6.3.
Three observations can be derived fi'om these three figures regarding the proportions
o f “Correct,” “Incorrect,” and “Undecided” classifications. First, it can be seen that the rates
o f the proportions o f “Correcf ’ classifications Gc were faster than the rates /tc. In addition.
Table 6.7 indicates that the OCAT algorithm needed about 34% less training documents to
classify all 510 documents correctly by using a GUIDED learning approach than by using
the RANDOM approach. These results confirmed the expectation that the learning rate o f
the OCAT algorithm is faster with the GUIDED than with the RANDOM approach. These
results are encouraging because t h ^ also agreed with the findings reported in
[Triantaphyllou and Soyster, 1996>2] under a different experimental setting.

Table 6.7. Percentage o f Training Documents at which the OCAT
Class-pairs
(DOE vs. ZIPF)
(AP vs. DOE)
(WSJ vs. ZIPF)
Average

% lAider
GUIDED
65.69
60.98
71.18
65.95

% Under
RANDOM
100.00
99.80
99.80
99.87

100% accuracy was achieved when the OCAT algorithm classified all 510 documents
correctly.
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0.82
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Propordon of Tianning Documents
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0.18

Figure 6.3. Results when the GUIDED and RANDOM approaches were
used on the (DOE vs. ZIPF) class-pair.
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032
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0.42
037

0.63

03 3
0.47

0.58

0.73
0.68

0.93

0.83
0.78

0.88

0.98

Proportion o f Training Documents

Figure 6.4. Results when the GUIDED and RANDOM approaches were
used on the (WSJ vs. ZIPF) class-pair.
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Figure 6.5. Results when the GUIDED and RANDOM approaches were
used on the (AP vs. DOE) class-pair.
More importantly these results confirmed the assumption stated in Sections 2.2.4 and
2.3, which indicates that the utilization o f training documents with “Undecided”
classifications can be used to improve the learning rate o f the OCAT algorithm. These
results also indicate that GUIDED approaches may use fewer documents and therefore
shorter CPU times to address the new document classification problem than the RANDOM
approach would. Nonetheless, it is important to mention here that although the previous
results are based on a relatively small sample o f documents from the TIPSTER collection,
th ^ suggest that the OCAT algorithm can be used in the classification o f large collections
o f documents.
The other tw o main observations that can be inferred from Figures 6.3 through 6.5
regard the rates o f the proportions o f the “Incorrect” and “Undecided” classifications. First,
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these figures show that th e rates Gi and Gu reached 0% ladwn about 66% (about 336
documents; Table 6.7) o f the 510 documents in the experiments had been included in

and

E~. The other observation regards the number o f documents at which the rates R i and Ru
reached 0%. From these figures it can be seen that R i and R u reached 0% when 509 (or
99.8% ) documents had been included in the training sets These results are encouraging
because the elimination o f ^Incorrect^ and “Undecided” was much faster by using the
GUIDED learning approach than by using the RANDOM approach Therefore, the results
o f this third problem led us to conclude that the utilization o f the OCAT algorithm under
a GUIDED learning approach may also produce shorter CPU times when classifying larger
collections of documents into two disjoint classes.

6.4

Results for Problem 4: Incremental Learning with the OCAT Algorithm
The computational results o f investigating the performance o f the incremental OCAT

(the algorithms are described in Figures 4.2 and 4.3) are reported in three separate sections.
The first section compares the results o f the classification accuracy o f NILE and ILE
learning algorithms as more training documents were added to the experiments. The second
section reports the number o f clauses constructed under these two algorithms. Finally, the
CPU times used by both algorithms to construct the rules are discussed. As indicated in
Section 4.4, the incremental learning problem was investigated by using a GUIDED learning
approach on documents fi'om the following three class-pairs o f the TIPSTER collection:
(DOE vs. ZIPF), (AP vs. DOE), and (WSJ vs. ZIPF). It is important to mention that in the
following figures, the thickest lines correspond to the results o f the NILE approach, while
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the thick and th e thin lines represent the results o f the ILE approach for the most
generalinng clause criterion and the least generalizing clause criterion, respectively.

6.4.1 Classification Accuracy of the Incremental OCAT
As indicated in the Methodology Section, the results o f the non-incremental OCAT
under a GUIDED learning approach were used to benchmaric the classification performance
o f the incremental OCAT. Table 6.8 summarizes the number o f training documents these
two algorithms needed to extract rules that could classify all S10 documents correctly in the
experiments w ith the three class-pairs fi'om the TIPSTER collection.
The data in this table suggest that the rules constructed by ILE became more accurate
than NILE as m ore training examples became available. Furthermore, an inspection o f
Figures 6.6 through 6.9 indicate that the classification “speed” o f ILE (thick and thin lines)
was faster (steeper) than that for the NILE approach (thickest line). This can be verified by
inspecting the “slope” o f the two versions o f ILE. Such a slope appears to be higher for the
two versions o f ILE. Actually, in Section 4.4 it was hypothesized that if an atom (o r a
clause) was added to the function, then it was possible that the function could also accept
other unseen examples. This is an interesting situation that suggests that ILE caimot become
more accurate much faster, but also that it may need fewer examples to achieve a high
accuracy.
Table 6.9 in the next page summarizes the number o f positive signs o f the comparison
between the classification accuracy o f the two algorithms as they were trained with more
documents. An interpretation o f the data in this table is as follows. The 0 (zero) positive
signs fi’om the comparison NILE - ILE(MGC) for class-pair DOE vs. ZIPF indicates that
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ILE(MGC) was always m ore accurate than the NILE approach. Contrary, the datum for
IL£(MGC) - ILE(LGC) for class pair AP vs. DOE indicates that 210 positive signs were
obtained. In this case the high number o f positive signs shows that the most generalizing
criterion was a better perform er than the least generalizing criterion

Table 6.8. Training Documents Needed to Extract Rules that Could Classify
Correctlv al Documents.
Class-oair
Mean
WSJ vs. ZIPF
DOE vs. ZIPF
APVS.DOE
336
336
336
336
NILE"
288
281
244
311
ILE(MGC)
299
303
277
319
ILE (LGC)
'N um benuka from Table 6.7 ibrthe case oflfre Guided apptoadi. That is. [65.9S?* '< SIOJ = 336.
MOO and LGC sund for M o* Genemlizing Clause and Lea* Gcneralimig Clause, respectively.

Table 6.9. D ata for the Statistical Comparison o f the Classification

NILE - ILE(MGC)
NILE - ILECLGC)
ILEfMGCI - ILEfLGC)

Number o f Positive Signs
APvs.DOE
WSJ vs. ZIPF
DOE vs. ZIPF
5’
0’
r
0’
2’
r
163^
210^
92^

All p-values were approximated using N(np. n p (I -p )'^ For all ' instances, n = 250; while for alt * instances, n
was 237.240. and 242. reflectively. Thme difiercnt sizes o f n were needed because the all comparisons yielding
zero in the above difresences were discarded [Bames. 1994). (The total number o f observations were 274)
H natesap-vafoedoaetoO and'denatesap-vofoedaseto I.

An inspection o f the data in the above table led to the following conclusions. First, the
small p-value o f the comparison between the classification accuracy o f the NILE and ILE
algorithms indicate that the two versions o f incremental OCAT were much better performers
than the non-incremental OCAT. Second, because the comparison between the tw o versions
o f ILE rendered opposite p-values, it is not clear which o f the two criteria performs better.
Further experimentation may be needed to determine the best performer criterion.
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Figure 6.6. Accuracy o f the NILE and ILE approaches for the class-pair
(DOE vs. ZIPF).
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Figure 6.8. Accuracy o f the NILE and ILE approaches for the class-pair
(AP vs. DOE).

6.4.2 Number of Clauses Under the Incremental OCAT
Figures 6.9 through 6.11 illustrate the sum o f the number o f clauses in the positive and
in the negative rules. Please note that the repair o f the Boolean function that accepts a
negative example was implemented as described in Figure 4.2. Table 6.10 summarizes the
number o f clauses constructed by these two approaches to classify correctly all SIC
documents in the experiments. A comparison o f these number o f clauses indicate that ILE
always created more clauses than the NILE approach did as more training examples became
available. This conclusion can be supported by the zero number o f positive signs shown in
Table 6.11.
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Table 6.10. Number o f Clauses at the End o f the Exoeriment.
C lass-nair

NILE’
ILE (MGC)
ILE (LGC)

D Œ -ZIPF
23
47
37

AP-DOE
10
36
60

WSJ-ZIPF
25
36
74

M ean
19
40
57

'Numben taken from the lem ksrfthe Glided qi|iroadL
MGC n d ljG C stand for the Mon GaneralizaiK Clause and the Lean. Gcnenii2iigCUttie.re^ieGtively.

R ^ a id ii^ the (xmqiarison o f the two versions o f the ILE i4>proach, the small
and the two zero values shown in Table 6.11 indicate that the most generalizing clause
criterion constructed fewer dauses than the least generalizing clause did. These results also
confirmed the hypothesis stated in Section 4.4. According to that hypothesis newer clauses
could be added to the Boolean function every time the subproblems in Steps 6 and 4 in
Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively, are executed. The results are encouraging because they
also agree with the results in [Michalsld and Larson, 1978] and [Reinke and Michalski,
1986], which indicate that “ILE approaches always render more complex concept
descriptions (i.e., more clauses) at reduced CPU times.”
Table 6.11. Data for the Statistical Comparison o f the Number o f

NILE - ILE(MGC)
NILE - ILE(LGC)
ILE(MGC) - ILEOXjC)

Number of Positive Signs fer a Sian Test
AP vs. DOE
DOE vs. ZIPF
WSJ vs. ZIPF
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
44’
0

MGC n d LGC sund for the Moat Genenlidng Clause Md the Least Genenlizing Clause, re^wdiveiy.
The foIIowingp-voAie was obtained using the notmal appaoximatiom N(ap. np(I-p)‘^ n = 243 smoe all
oongMiisans yielding zero B the above diflèmoes w o e discanled[Banics. I9M]. (The total number o f
observations were 274)
Uenotes a p-va/ue doaeto 0.

An additional situation can be secured from the above figures. It can be observed that
thick and thin lines occasionally reached the thickest line at various points. An investigation
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o f this situation indicated that the ILE and the NILE approaches occasionally constructed
the same number o f clauses. M ore specifically, it w as found that this situation occurred
when either the positive or n ^ ativ e rules were reconstructed because they erroneously had
accepted negative example. That is, this sudden reduction in the number clauses occurred
when the subproblem O C A T(E ,E u e ) was executed. This situation was discussed in
Section 4.4.2. As the figures show this is an encouraging result because these occasional
reconstructions also reduced the complexity o f the rule.

60
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0.28
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0.44

0.49
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Figure 6.9. Number o f clauses under the NILE and ILE approaches for the
class-pair (DOE vs. ZIPF).
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Figure 6.10. Number o f clauses under the NILE and ILE approaches for the
class-pair (W SJ vs. ZIPF).
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Figure 6.11. Number o f clauses under the NILE and ILE approaches for the
class-pair (AP vs. DOE).
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6.4.3 CPU Times under the Incremental OCAT Approach
Figures 6.12 through 6.14 present the CPU times the NILE and ILE approaches
required to update either the positive o r the negative Boolean functions. Table 6.12 shows
the CPU times at the end o f the experiments. These CPU times correspond to the solution
o f the subproblems in Step 6 or Step 4 in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, respectively.
An inspection o f these figures mdicates that ILE employed shorter CPU times than
the NILE did. Furthermore, the high numbers o f positive signs between the comparisons of
the of the CPU times o f the NILE and the two versions o f ILE in Table 6.13 confirmed that
the NILE algorithm always took longer times to reconstruct a Boolean function. These
results are encouraging because they also agree with the findings in [Michalski and Larson,
1978] and [Reinke and Michalski, 1986] who have indicated that ILE approaches always
deliver shorter CPU times than NILE approaches do. On the other hand, the small p-values
shown in Table 6.13 for the comparison between the two versions o f ILE reveals that the
most generalizing clause criterion always required shorter CPU times than the least
generalizing clause criteriotL

NILE’
ILE (MGC)
ILECLGC)

DOE-ZIPF
468.532
150.896
178.885

Class-oair
AP-DOE
514.584
156.375
168.371

WSJ -ZIPF
729.430
142.966
215.932

MGC «id LGCslidCirllie Mo«Gaier»li2Mn: Clame id ih e L g « « G aieraltT^g d i m r ii ynliiT l]'
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Mean
570.848
150.088
187.729
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Table 6.13. Data for tiie Statistical Comparison ofthe CPU lu n e s
Employed by the NILE and H E iq)proaches to Construct a Boolean

NILE - ILECMGC)
NILE - ILECLGC)
ILECMGC)-ILECLGC)

Number o f Positive Signs for a Sian Test
DOE vs . ZIPF
WSJ vs. ZIPF
APvs DOE
257
269
262
274
273
272
291
26^
10’

MGC M id LGC Mand forthe Moit CoicnliznKCIauae aidlfae Leatt. GaMnlûâ^CbuML m pectiydy.
The roüannagp-vabie was otCaioed unoglhe nannal appoximMiam S(iip. n p (J -p }'^ ForaB^aHanrr^. n ■260.217, and 247 for all oan^wrâans yielding 2Eto in düe above tfifierenoei w o e ifiacatded [Bames. 1994].
(The tclal number o f obaervMkBS were 274)
Menotes a p-value dose to 0.

It is important to notice here that although the two versions o f ILE were faster than
NILE, they incurred in some occasional expensive updates. These expensive processing
times correspond to the “spikes” that run from the thick and thin lines to the thickest line
(i.e., to the NILE approach). As indicated in Section 6.4.2, these long times correspond to
the reconstruction of all the clauses o f either Boolean function. More precisely, it was found
that they nr/nirrpH hfrraiiw

tho çlçuw s nf the Booleon ftm ction hnHnrri>pteda negative

example. That is, this occurred when the condition E (C) = E in Step 4 o f Figure 4.2 was
met. It is important to mention here that these expensive CPU times also agree with the
literature regarding the reconstruction o f decision trees (a tree may be represented in a DNF
form), which indicates that “on the average the cost o f an incremental update will be much
lower than the cost o f rebuilding the tree, despite an occasional expensive update” [Utgofi^
1997].
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6.4.4 Sum m ary o f th e C om putational R esults U nder the Increm ental O CA T
The results o f investigating the two versions o f incremental OCAT are encouraging.
First, from the computational results o f the three experiments with the three class-pairs from
the TIPSTER collection, it can be seen that the tw o versions of ILE outperformed the NILE
approach as far as classification accuracy and CPU times are concerned. Regarding
classification accuracy, the last column in Table 6.8 shows that the two versions o f ILE
required 281 and 299 training documents, respectively, to become more accurate, while the
NILE approach required 336 observations. This represents a significant reduction in the
number o f training documents o f 16.40% and 11.01%, respectively. Furthermore, the
statistical test in Table 6.9 also confirm the superiority o f ILE over the NILE approach.
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The data on CPU times reported in Table 6.12 and Table 6.13 also confirm the
dominance o f the tw o versions o f ILE over the NILE approach. For instance, the data in
Table 6.12 show that ILE required only 26.3% and 32.9% o f the time needed by nonincremental OCAT to classify all 510 documents in th e experiments. This is an important
result that suggests that the utilization o f ILE approaches can deliver results in about 25%
o f the time the non-incremental OCAT will take.
On the other hand, the data in Table 6.10 and Table 6.11 proved that NILE always
produced fewer clauses than ILE did. Despite these results, the computational
experimentations conducted in this research suggest th a t occasional reconstructions o f the
classification rules reduced the number of clauses. This is an interesting situation that led us
to believe that ILE will also render fewer number clauses if the “complexity’' o f the rules can
be “guided” in order to promote their reconstruction. O f course, such reconstructions will
be accompanied by some expensive CPU times that in th e worst case scenario are bounded
by a polynomial time.
Regarding the comparison o f the two versions o f ILE, the statistical test on the data
on the last row o f Table 6.9 suggests that it is not clear which o f the two algorithms is the
preferred one. Furthermore, the results in Tables 6.11 and 6.13 indicate that the two
algorithms performed identically. These results were unexpected. However, they suggest
that further investigation in the selection o f the clause to be repaired is needed. One
suggestion is, for example, to further investigate the most generalizing clause criterion
because it showed slightly better results than the least generalizing criterion.
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In conclusion, the results presented in this research suggest with high confidence that
the utilization the incremental OCAT algorithm can outperform the VSM for the
classification o f large collections o f text documents. This situation was evident during the
investigation o f the second problem because the results indicate that the VSM does not
posses a capability to distinguish “Undedde(f' from Tncmrect" situations Furthermore, the
results o f the second and third research problem indicate that the non-incremental OCAT
approach can lead to an excellent classification accuracy by detecting “Undecided”
situations. Moreover, the results o f the fourth problem suggest that the incremental OCAT
algorithm cannot only outperform the VSM, but also that it can deliver better and faster
results than the non-incremental OCAT
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS RESEARCH
The results presented in this dissertation are expected to make som e substantial

contributions in the classification o f documents into tw o disjoint classes and in the area of
inductive inference in general In the classification o f tex t documents, the statistical results
presented here suggest that the OCAT algorithm outperformed the classification accuracy
o f the VSM, which is often used as a benchmarking methodology for these types of
classification processes. M ore importantly, the OCAT algorithm delivers an output that
matches the deterministic requirements stated in [DynMeridian, 1996] and [DOE, 1996] for
this type o f classification process. Furthermore, the OCAT algorithm may be an attractive
solution to experts classifiers because its output can be easily converted into English words.
In the area o f inductive inference, the methodologies presented in this dissertation are
novel because this is the first time the OCAT algorithm is used for the classification of
examples (i.e., documents in our case) by employing positive and negative rules. The
experimentation with tw o rules demonstrated that the classification o f examples can be done
more confidently because now it is possible to determine whether or not the existing
Boolean functions have enough knowledge to classify correctly unseen documents This
concept o f positive and negative rules was also extended for the first time to the VSM, for
which pairs o f positive and negative centroids were constructed.
The computational results in Figures 6.3 through 6.5 also emphasize the importance
o f using two Boolean functions to guide their learning at a much faster rate. Actually, the
results in these figures indicate that the utilization o f “ Undecided” situations to guide this
learning was the main reason why the OCAT algorithm only anafyzed 336 (66% ) documents

82
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in order to classify accurately all the 510 documents in the experiments. The utilization o f
these "Undecided" situations is also another contribution o f this research because this is the
first time that such situations are used to improve the existing classification knowledge o f
the two Boolean fimctions.
The most significant contribution o f this research is the development o f the
incremental learning algorithms presented in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 that modified the OCAT
approach (or lOCAT fi'om now on when referring to incremental OCAT). lOCAT was
designed to repair only one o r more clauses o f the Boolean fimction that causes an
inconsistent dassification. The computational results in Figures 6.12 through 6.14 indicate
that by using lOCAT, the computational times were reduced to about 1/4 o f the times
required by the non- incremental OCAT algorithm. The implications o f these results on the
problem raised by [DynMeridian, 1996] and [DOE, 1996] are significant because they
suggest that the lOCAT algorithm cannot only be capable o f delivering accurate
classifications, but it can also deliver such classifications at a much faster CPU times.
Another implication o f this new incremental algorithm is that it can be extended to the
B&B methodologies presented in [Triantaplqrllou, 1994]. Such an extension will allow those
B&B approaches to solve larger problems than the ones presented in the above reference.
Finally, it should be stated that the research conducted in this research has led to some
presentations at the following professional and scientific conferences:
1. Triantaphyllou, E. and Nieto, S.S., (1997), “D ocument C lassification and
A n a lysis” U.S. Department o f Energy, Symposium on Declassification
Productivity Initiative, Germantown, MD, March 3-7.
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2. M eto, S.S. and E. Triantaphyllou, (1997), “C lassification o f Text Documents by
Using a LogiccU Anafysis Approach” FaU '97 INFORMS International Meeting,
Dallas, TX, October 26-29.
Fuithennor^ these results have lead to the Allowing publications and woridng papers:
1. Nieto, S.S. and Triantaphyllou, E., (1999), “O ptim ization in C lassifying Text
D ocum ents” E n cy clo p e^ o f Opthnization (Chris Floudas and Panos Pardalos,
Eds.) Kluwer Academic Publishers, NorweH, MA, USA, under print.
2. Nieto, S.S., Triantaphyllou, E , and Kraft, D , (1999), “C lassification o f Text
D ocum ents into Two D isjoint C lasses” In progress. Department o f Industrial
and ManuActuring Systems Engineering, Louisiana State University and General
Instrument de Mexico, Nogales, AZ 85628, USA.
3. Nieto, S.S. and Triantaphyllou, E., (1999), “A n Algorithm fo r Constructing

LogicxU Expressionsfrom Positive and Negative Exam ples Using an Increm ental
Learning A b ro a c h ” In progress. General Instrument de Mexico, Nogales, AZ
85628, USA.
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FUTURE RESEARCH
Although the results presented mthis research are limited to a sample o f almost 3,000

documents from the TIPSTER collection, t h ^ are encouraging because they suggest that
a logical analysis approach via the lOCAT algorithm can be used to solve document
classification problems (and potentially other classification problems) o f larger dimensions.
Therefore, a motivation to continue advancing this research may be focused on improving
the incremental learning capabilities o f the IOC AT algorithm. Some ideas for fixture
investigation are presented next.
From Figures 6.6 through 6.8, it can be observed that the number o f clauses
constructed by the ILE can be huge At the same time, it can be observed in Figures 6.9 to
6.11 that the Boolean fimctions became 100% accurate at a much foster rate. As indicated
in Section 4, these results were obtained by incorporating only one example at a time into
the training set. Hence, fixture investigation on this area may be focused on how to select
and include more than one example with an "Undecided" classification.
A solution to this problem can be attractive by assuming that it may be economically
sound to query an expert classifier with more than one document (i.e., training examples)
per visit. Such a solution may be also attractive if documents are selected in such a way that
an acceptable computational cost is still maintained. The selection o f these documents can
be guided by focusing more attention on:
1.

The clause that accepts the most examples.

2.

The clause with the least number o f atoms.

3.

The clause that rejects the most examples.
85
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A nother problem that requnes a future investigation is as follows. Suppose that the
expert classifier decides that the tw o Boolean functions have become very complex. That
is, that they become too large. Hence, future research could focus in developing a
methodology to determine when this complex situation arises in order to temporarily
execute NILE ^jproaches, which always produce a less complex set o f classification rules.
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SUMMARY
This research investigated a classification problem in which a document must be

classified in one and only one o f two classes. This type o f classification is new in the sense
that a document mis-dassification could have severe consequences. It is also a new problem
because now the classification o f a document may be triggered by the presence o f few
sensitive words contained in the document’s text. As an example o f the importance o f this
type o f dassification, one can consider the acddental rdease o f documents to the public that
may affect national security.
This new classification problem was tackled by investigating four closely related
problems. The first problem was how to identify the set o f text features (such as keywords)
that best reflect the type o f information contained in each document. The literature
suggested that the “All W ords Approach” was the recommended strategy to address this
first problem. Some computations experiments with the “All Words Approach” indicated
that the OCAT algorithm solved satisfactorily this first problem by using single-word
patterns without compromising its classification accuracy
The second problem addressed the question o f how a computerized system can
correctly infer the source class o f text documents by constructing patterns o f text keywords.
This problem was tadded by using the One Clause At a Time (OCAT) algorithm on almost
3,000 documents from four document classes o f the TIPSTER collection. These classes
were documents by the Department o f Energy (DOE), the Wall Street Journal (WSJ), the
Associated Press (AP), and documents fi’om the ZIPF class. Moreover, the OCAT algorithm
was analyzed under the following two experimental conditions: (/) a leave-one-out cross
87
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validation and (iî) a 30/30 cross vaKdadoa (where 30 indicates the initial number of training
documents from each document class). Furthermore, the performance o f the OCAT
algorithm was compared with the results by the VSM. The Vector Space Model (VSM)
algorithm is often used to benchmark this type o f classification processes. Some
experimental results with the two experimental conditions suggest that th e OCAT algorithm
statistically outperfrrnned the VSM when classifying documents into tw o disjoint classes.
The th ird problem was how to provide a guided learning methodology with the
OCAT algorithm in order to improve its classification performance as more examples
become available. Some computational results suggest that the classification efficiency o f
the OCAT algorithm can be improved if a guided learning approach is implemented.
Actually, experiments on samples o f 510 documents from the four classes from the
TIPSTER collection indicate that the OCAT algorithm needed about 336 (i.e., 66%)
training documents before it accurately classified all documents in the experiments.
The fourth problem addressed the problem o f how to construct a Boolean function
at a much faster rate. This problem was tackled by implementing an incremental learning
approach. Computational results with the same samples o f documents used for the third
problem indicated that the average CPU times to construct the Boolean function was
reduced to approximately 25% o f the time needed by the non-incremental algorithm.
However, these results indicated that the classification rules could also became more
complex.
The literature showed that some existing methodologies, such as semantic analysis and
neural networks, have been used for the classification o f documents that share similar
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content. However, the literature also suggested that these methodologies have been used
in classification processes in which a misplacement o f a document may not have grave
consequences (e g., it does not affect national security). M oreover, it showed that some o f
these methodologies are still limited to problems o f small size either because o f the time
complexity o f their algorithms or because th^r posses limited learning capabilities (see, for
example, [Chen, 1996] and [Macleod, 1991]).
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